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Editorial

Unleashing innovation
Dean Roper, Editor-in-Chief
WAN-IFRA

Within every news organisation,
there are innovation (and technology)
champions. Sometimes they are the
quiet journalist or IT specialist sitting
in the corner. Ideally, the spirit of
innovation comes from the top and
spreads like wildfire through a company.
Regardless, innovation must be unlocked in news organisations. Whether it travels top-down or bottom-up is less
important – the main thing is that it affects the entire
company. Of course, it’s true leaders who can unleash
sweeping practical experimentation and encourage ideas
and debate that will make a big difference.
Encouragingly, we are seeing that transformation
taking place at many news media companies around the
world. One of WAN-IFRA’s core missions is to highlight
this best practice and to connect like-minded publishers
with one another but also with innovators in research
and academic institutions, as well as with our technology
partners.
This issue touches on some of the leading trends and
technologies shaping our industry as we prepare to convene in Vienna in October for World Publishing Expo
2016. To capture some of that innovative spirit in the industry, we asked Rolf Svendsen, Chairman of our
Global Alliance for Media Innovation (GAMI) and Editor
of Adresseavisen in Norway, to share his thoughts on today’s media landscape. Thanks, Rolf!
While visiting Vietnam this
spring for WAN-IFRA’s mentor
programme, the multilingual
“Vietnam Plus” publication
showed me one of their recent
successes in product development to attract a younger audience: news presented by national rap stars, replete with
singing and dancing.
The raps, primarily viewed on mobile, of course, were
fascinating, although to call them “news” in the “break-

ing” sense of the word is a little misleading since the
production took four days to complete.
But innovation takes place in different and mysterious ways. And it is truly global: my friends on the other
side of the world (I am Norwegian), exploring new solutions in a digital and competitive environment, come up
with new and original ways to improve their product,
their craft.
Local business, global challenges
While there are indeed drivers of innovation and emerging technologies at most major media companies that
we can look to for inspiration, there are also lessons to
be learned from small to medium-sized publishers
around the world. Indeed, although our business is usually local, our challenges are shared -and global.
Globally – in both mature and emerging markets –
we are witnessing the future of news media being invented by hundreds of companies, educators, and entrepreneurs. But sadly, many independent efforts, research,
and prototypes fail to reach their full potential. Innovation, as a strategy, will certainly benefit from a large
number of players pursuing their individual goals and
competing with one another. Nonetheless, I believe
those isolated efforts make the industry as a whole a
weaker one.
To move innovation beyond the individual company
level, we need to share findings and attract third-party
supporters and new partners from the research and tech
worlds. We hope our approach will take the form of
user-centric models and reflect our audiences’ digital
journey. It is common knowledge that modern journalism is an interdisciplinary exercise. Thus we must use that
insight to close the gap between ourselves and the specialists in media labs and other innovation accelerators
who could take us deeper into the new, open and uncertain digital landscape.
That thinking provides the context for the mission of
WAN-IFRA’s Global Alliance for Media Innovation
(GAMI), launched just over two years ago: To encourage
the news media industry to work together and to coordinate and support an international ecosystem for news
media innovation. The Alliance members (publishers, researchers, tech companies, tech clusters, etc.) all believe
that to stay relevant and successful, we should collectively encourage collaborative research and development
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in media and journalism. Our industry requires a reliable
flood of new technologies, products and business models, and this can be achieved only by helping the relevant
stakeholders to connect with one another.
The need for knowledge transfer within our industry,
regardless of boundaries or the competitive landscape,
has never been more urgent. That is why a technology
exhibition like World Publishing Expo is critical to our industry: to bring together technology partners/innovators
to exchange ideas with passionate technology specialists/
journalists/editors, etc., within publishing groups.
Our industry also needs a common roadmap for research and development. We all know – or should know
– the key variables that will secure the next level of journalism and publishing. That is why GAMI focuses on five
main topic areas relevant to the future of news media
companies, news professionals, and news consumers:
New platforms/distribution channels: mobility, wearability, the internet of things (smart cities, connected
homes, connected cars, connected devices);
New forms of narrative and storytelling: interactive
and immersive content (VR, 360-degree video, social
media…);
Data exploration: big data, data visualisation, automatic generation of content;
Technology enablers: privacy, security; and
Multiple media convergence: interoperability, standards (IPTC, etc.)
Our next step for intensifying R&D efforts is to push labs,
universities and entrepreneurs to work together with
publishers to benefit from student creativity and inspiration, access academic-level skills for different disciplines,
explore effects of prototypes and new platforms without
compromising core business activities, and make the best
use of structured field testing and evaluation.
We also need to monitor the entrepreneurial community to boost technology transfer and recruit and integrate fresh approaches.
GAMI’s social arena is a platform for highlighting talent and solutions and enabling partners in innovation to
connect. We hope it will continue to expand the horizons
of what can be done with today’s and tomorrow’s technologies.
[http://www.mediainnovation.news] (beta version)
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Top 5 digital challenges for publishers in 2017
It has never been more challenging for publishers to engage
with their audiences meaningfully, and at the same time it has
never been more crucial for publishers to create new sources of
revenue.
As the print business continues its transformation and
publishers are faced with sluggish growth in digital advertising, myriad new social channels sprout quickly, new
types of video emerge, and new chat apps are drawing
users away from social media.
We publishers must continue to innovate in the way
we communicate with our audiences and must strategically test and grow promising new business areas in
which to participate.
As many news media companies begin to plan for
next year, we at WAN-IFRA Advisory believe there are
five must-face challenges for publishers in 2017.
Challenge number 5: platform publishing
Google and Facebook have locked horns in the battle to
speed up the mobile web for publishers in order to take
a dominant position in the distribution of news content
online. With Google’s Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP)
and Facebook’s Instant Articles vying to make reading
news stories easier and faster on mobile, how should
publishers approach these opportunities?
The question is not whether to join the platforms,
but rather how. In the same way a circulation manager
would position single-copy boxes at the busiest intersections in a given market, so should editorial teams create
outlets on the busiest online destinations.
The need to drive traffic back to a publisher’s core
website or app should not be dismissed, since it is a key
method by which publishers will maintain control of their
brands into the future. That said, Google’s solution gives
the publisher more control over the distribution of their
content, while Facebook’s solution most likely offers the
larger boost in engagement and stronger protection
from mobile ad blocking.
Publishers must focus on their core audiences, determine which platforms their readers are most likely to access and create content that works well on a given platform, all while focusing on attracting loyal and engaged
subscribers to their owned and operated platforms.
The fragmentation of platforms is only beginning,
and with the rising use of messaging apps that allow for
private-group social networking, publishers will need a
clear platform distribution strategy.
Challenge number 4: VR and 360 video
While virtual reality (VR) clearly is not yet a mainstream
phenomenon, the technique is quickly gaining acceptance, and the barriers to entry are becoming low enough
that newsrooms should at the very least be experimenting with it (see story on page 14).
With the uncertainty as to whether VR will truly catch
on, many newsrooms wonder if they should invest in
training and equipment. The consensus is that VR has
great potential to tell stories but should be seen as an

additional medium, not one that will replace other forms
of storytelling.
The Knight Foundation reports that the overall VR
market is growing. The number of new investors in technology, content creation, and distribution of virtual reality
experiences was up 27 percent in 2015 from the previous year and is projected to continue growing in 2016,
according to analysts.
One low-cost solution is to partner with an academic
institution. Robert Hernandez of the Annenberg School
for Communication and Journalism at the University of
Southern California said it makes perfect sense for newsrooms to collaborate with universities. His students are
experienced and well equipped for 360-degree video
production.
The 2016 edition of the Trends in Newsrooms report
by WAN-IFRA’s World Editors Forum includes a section
on VR among other examples of how publishers around
the world are using their insights and organisational
strengths to engage their audience in exciting new ways.
For more information, see http://www.wan-ifra.org/
trends_newsrooms_2016
Challenge number 3: video
Publishers around the world are diving into online video
– but turning video investments into incremental revenue
streams is one of the core challenges facing news publishers today. Pre-roll advertising will not be enough, because it negatively affects the user experience and generates a limited amount of inventory. So how can you
develop your video business?
Online video is the fastest-growing advertising category, thanks to exploding mobile video consumption and
the spread of internet-connected devices. According to
Zenith Optimedia, global online video advertising will
grow by an average of 20.1 per year between 2015 and
2018.
But how can a publisher develop a realistic, effective
digital video strategy? WAN-IFRA Senior Video Consultant Robb Montgomery says, “To support a higher level
of video literacy across the enterprise, managers must allocate video skills and resources wisely.”
WAN-IFRA Advisory recommends that publishers
begin by establishing a vision and focus for their brand’s
video presence. Following that, a publisher must focus
on the “nuts and bolts”: how to produce the video,
where it will be hosted, who will manage it, how it will
be monetized, and finding a partner organization that
can enrich it and fulfill capacities that will not be carried
out internally.
Challenge number 2: alternative revenue streams
It has become apparent that we are not going to find a
one-to-one replacement for the print business model
that served many of us so well for so long. As an industry, we have been focused on finding a single answer to
the decline of print for far too long. Our readers, customers and competitors in the online space have become
too unpredictable.
In today’s media markets we cannot afford to spend
months or years developing a single long-term strategy
that will save our brands. Media companies must rely on
a pipeline of smaller, yet profitable, initiatives that are
launched in a strategic fashion to sustain their digital
growth. Simply managing the decline of the legacy business while hoping that digital revenue makes up for it is

a doomsday scenario. But where to start?
There are three basic approaches that publishers can
employ to grow their revenue streams: Expand activities
that are already in your portfolio, use existing strengths
to finance ventures into completely new areas – or do
both. The five most important areas for publishers to
drive new revenue are diversification, digital marketing
services, local events, e-commerce and video.
WAN-IFRA has published an in-depth report on alternative revenue streams that highlights many cases of
how publishers around the world are successfully tapping into new sources of income. More information is
available at http://www.wan-ifra.org/revenue_report
Challenge number 1: change
There is only sure thing about the newsroom of 2017: It
will not be like the newsroom of 2016. Change is part of
a thriving media operation, especially when it comes to
the technology it employs. Project scopes that were financially impossible become affordable, and powerful
devices are now in the hand of every reporter and editor.
Is innovation at the front of your newsroom? Do you
have a process in place to develop your next new digital
product? If you do not, you will always find your newsroom and your business behind the curve. So many new
technologies and so many potential new directions are
emerging that bringing concepts from design thinking
and project management into your operation becomes
the only solution.
As publishers continue on the long and often difficult
path toward digital transformation, they must commit
themselves to being bold, thoughtful leaders that bring a
reachable vision for change and a sense of urgency to
their teams. And it has become clear that the future will
involve many more digital activities than any of us are
currently engaged in.
By Ben Shaw, Director of Global Advisory, WAN-IFRA

Business strategy playbook
Find out about the many ways you can drive new digital
revenue in WAN-IFRA Advisory's New Business for
Publishers Playbook. This free report will guide you towards answering these key questions:
How can your organisation develop new offers and
revenue streams and enter new transactional relationships?
How will you implement the right strategy and select
the most relevant paths according to your brand identity
and audience?
How can your organisation most effectively leverage
the power of your strong brands and the trust connected
to them, or acquire new assets?
Download the playbook from WAN-IFRA Advisory at:
[consulting.wan-ifra.org/digital-strategy-playbooks]
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Examining Expo tools & trends

For many Expo visitors, the event can be
daunting, because there is so much to
investigate (and so much networking to
do) in a short space of time. How to invest one‘s time and energy to maximum
beneﬁt is a challenge – which is why
WAN-IFRA has modiﬁed the show concept to better meet visitors‘ needs.
This year‘s concept of personalisation matches publishers
and suppliers more effectively. Both the Print World and
Digital Media World conferences will be held in the show
hall, and each conference session will be followed by a
guided tour to relevant providers/exhibitors or a "deep
dive" discussion on WAN-IFRA's stand.
Below we describe some of the main technology
trends Expo visitors will find at the show – some new,
some not so new.
New and old trends in the newsroom
Often forgotten in the crush of trends such as mobilefirst, distributed content and producing more video – all
of them crucial – is the unfortunate ongoing trend of
shrinking newsroom staffing. That development intensifies the challenges posed by those trends. So at Expo, exhibitors will indeed showcase technologies and tools to
help publishers deal with the new challenges in the
newsroom, but with a primary focus on making everything simpler and more efficient than ever before.
Distributed content, one of the biggest changes in
publishing in recent years, poses tough new tasks for
small and large newsrooms alike in terms of strategy,
workflow and organisation. While most publishers are
no strangers to using social media to boost website traffic, publishing directly to an external platform is relatively

new territory. With news consumption occurring predominantly on mobile, though, most major publishers
see a need to build a strategy for this area.
One problem with distributed content – aside from
unpredictable algorithm changes and the lack of control
over where and when articles are displayed in newsfeeds
– is that creation of content cannot be automated. Experimenting with platforms requires dedicated teams
producing content tailored to each platform, which can
seem forbidding to managers facing limited resources
and budget constraints. Thus editors and journalists need
simple tools and interfaces for delivering native content
to each of these platforms, something that editorial system and CMS providers are sure to push this year in Vienna.
Establishing a presence on those platforms allows
publishers to increase their reach and improve audience
engagement, and, it is hoped, attract more loyal users.
Just as important as creating unique content, or arguably
even more so, is monitoring how readers interact with it,
in order to be able to tweak strategies when necessary.
Using data on reader behaviour, publishers can figure
out what works and what doesn’t, targeting individual
readers and offering them personalised content, paving
the way to higher engagement rates. There will be several companies at Expo that claim to crunch data, helping publishers and editors take real-time decisions.
Another trend news outlets are betting on to increase audience engagement is video. At WAN-IFRA’s
World News Media Congress in Cartagena, Colombia,
Elisa Kreisinger from Refinery29, a digital publication
aimed at women, pointed out that producing engaging
video content can be quite simple, since most newsrooms already have what’s needed at the ready. Relying
on existing stories, interviews, still images or footage,
journalists can produce videos with minimal effort that
still reap relatively large rewards. In fact, in Kreisinger’s
experience at Refinery29, videos that weren’t perfectly

produced or that featured user-generated content performed even better in terms of engagement than flawless products did.
In addition to pre-recorded online video, there is another medium publishers can use to boost engagement:
Facebook Live, the company’s live-streaming video feature. Made available to all users in April, it permits publishers to interact with audiences in real time (see story
on page 12).
With so much time and so many resources needed to
meet new challenges such as producing unique content
for individual platforms, experimenting with formats
ranging from video to VR, and the like, it’s becoming
more and more important to increase efficiency in other
areas by implementing automated solutions wherever
possible. We will investigate what we're sure will be a
strong presence at Expo: tools and technologies for balancing automation and native content creation across
the growing list of platforms.
On the first day of Expo, visitors can get insights at
the session titled "Technologies & Tools for Modern
Newsrooms" at the Digital Media World conference, followed by a Guided Tour of numerous editorial solution
providers.
Digital advertising trends
The advertising space is always among the hottest areas
for news publishers, but it is growing increasingly complex and difficult to navigate. Although ad spending is
rising in much of the world, news publishers are seeing
much of the growing pie being divided among a few
large players while the publishers‘ own shares shrink. Although publishers have seen their print advertising decline for some time, in the past year some have seen declines also on the digital front, where they have been
used to seeing regular, if relatively slow, growth.
Expo visitors interested in advertising will likely be fo-
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cused on how solution providers can help them in these
three key areas:
■ Programmatic – Selling advertising by means of automatic trading is becoming a crucial way for publishers to drive their ad revenues. For example, Digiday in
late August noted that Trinity Mirror Group in the UK
is making 40 percent of its digital ad revenue, or
about US$ 39.4 million, programmatically. “But the
publisher is not satisfied,” the story added, “It now
wants to drive up programmatic yields across display,
video and mobile, while retaining control of how it
monetises programmatically across platforms like Facebook and Google.”
■ Viewability – As advertisers demand better results
from their advertising, improving ad viewability levels
has become a critical issue for publishers. As companies such as the Financial Times and The Guardian
shift to offering time-based campaigns, the importance of viewability has been further underscored. All
publishers should be asking themselves – and their
solutions providers – what they can be doing to increase ad viewability.
■ Ad blocking – A relatively new topic at last year‘s
Expo, the issue has intensified in the last year. Indeed,
WAN-IFRA‘s “Ad Blocking Action Day” in February
drew some 50 participants to Frankfurt for a one-day
conference. In the spring we released a 76-page report addressing all aspects of the topic, including
publishers' measures to reduce damage to their ad
revenues (see wan-ifra.org/ad_blocking_report for
details). Hearing digital ad tech suppliers‘ solutions
and suggestions for combatting ad blocking is certain
to be of interest to any publisher attending Expo.
At Expo, digital advertising-related topics will be emphasized on Tuesday. The day will kick off at 10:00 with the
first of two Digital Advertising Guided Tours. Led by Nick
Tjaardstra, WAN-IFRA's Deputy Director of Global Advisory, the first tour will focus on the exhibitors located at
the Digital Advertising Pavilion. At 11:30, there will be a
Digital Media World session titled “Ad Blocking and
Smart Ads,” which will be led by Ben Shaw, WAN-IFRA's
Director of Global Advisory. At 14:00, Nick Tjaardstra will
led the second Guided Tour, Digital Advertising – Part 2,
Production & Workflow. This tour will look at innovative
ad solutions and CMS integrations from around the Expo
floor.
For more details and to register for the Guided Tours,
please see [http://wan-ifra.org/Expo_tour_signup].

Stay tuned
for Expo updates
■
■
■
■
■
■

i

tomation and integration are the topics of the hour. Suppliers talk about networking, synchronization and monitoring of all postpress processes, seamless workflows and
connected production – all with the goal of cost-effective
use of the hardware, integrated and individualised logistics, and customized, complex production lines.

WAN-IFRA’s Expo Blog: blog.wan-ifra.org/expo
Twitter: twitter.com/IFRAExpo; hashtag #wpe16
LinkedIn Expo Group: linkd.in/1InrqHB
XING Expo Group: xing.com/net/ifraexpo
WAN-IFRA on Facebook:
facebook.com/NewspaperWorld
WAN-IFRA on Google+:
plus.google.com/+wanifra/posts

Extending the life of equipment

Production challenges: shorter print runs, variability
Like other segments of the printing industry, newspapers
and magazines face challenges posed by shorter runs,
shorter time to market, and more versioned and variable
content. More flexibility is required in production processes and in the product itself: formats, paper qualities,
paginations, special advertisements, and narrowly targeted publications.
One of the most important answers to those challenges is consolidation. Print operations all over the
world are consolidating into highly productive, flexible
production centres serving publishers for their newspaper and magazine titles. In order to serve those different
clients and publications, consolidation needs a two-tier
investment strategy.
The first tier is automation and workflow improvement to be able to handle more and widely varying jobs
– “the age of networking.” That includes digital printing
as well as heavily automated offset printing facilities.
Here, the key is rapid and easy change-over from one job
to the next. That means not only image change-over but
also the ability to change between products with different paginations, product designs and paper qualities – all
within a few minutes. New ultra-fast closed-loop systems
make it possible to attain the highest quality level quickly
for small print runs. Automated production from planning to the editorial department, ad management, crosschannel publishing, and pre-press will be shown at Expo.
Advantages for publishers: maximum speed, consistent
organisation, and flexibility for daily routines.
While there have been significant technological leaps
in pre-press and print in the past two decades, postpress
and mailroom equipment have lagged in the overall
workflow integration. That is now changing rapidly. Au-

One of the most prominent continuing trends, which will
be visible at this year‘s Expo as well, is retrofitting. “Publishers are being very selective about what they are investing in, and they have to be able to justify those investments on the business side,” says Manfred Werfel,
WAN-IFRA's Deputy CEO. “People want and need to extend the lifetime of their equipment, and you can do
that by upgrading soft- ware and adding new mechanical equipment. Retrofitting older presses normally means
you extend the lifetime for 10 years. Otherwise it doesn’t
make sense.”
In addition to extending the lifespan of a press, modernisation can dramatically improve productivity by reducing personnel requirements. “Retrofitting is still a
good business for suppliers,” he adds, with some companies deriving substantial portions of their revenues
from this area. Retrofitting has "broken old taboos,“ he
says, with press manufacturers willing to work on machines made by their competitors – a practice previously
unheard of.
In addition to equipment and services, materials will
of course be on display at Expo, Werfel says. "So far
there are 10 exhibitors who will focus on paper products,
which demonstrates the growing importance of the print
substrate in a diverging business structure.“ He continues. "Paper can make a big difference. It is no coincidence that paper is often considered as the fifth colour
in printing.“ [Editor‘s note: WAN-IFRA and icmPrint will
present the new "Optimized Paper Handling & Logistics“
guide, the result of an industry-wide project, at the Print
World session starting at 11:30 Wednesday.]
Coldset, however, has its limitations regarding the
printable substrate. "The question is what can you do to
print higher paper grades on a newspaper press? Heatset, UV curing and varnishing are technical options. All of
them have their pros and cons. Depending on the market, some newspaper printers are considering one or the
other solution. Inks can be used to extend the colour
gamut beyond the coldset norm or to create extraordinary awareness via specialities, such as metallic inks,“
Werfel says.

Looking for an independent
mailroom control provider?

Controls
Tracking

Realcom is a Norwegian based company specialized in providing
custom tailored control solution for new and old mailrooms.
We are independent from type of manufacture and integrate

Retrofit

different brands into a complete system. Further we also provide
retrofit solutions for obsolete controls and drives.

Integration

Upgrades
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Please come and visit us on stand C.564

Service
Industriveien 1,2020 Skedsmokorset, Norway. +47 920 33 139 • www.realcom.no
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Home-brewed CMS – lessons
for publishers and providers
Recently, a few major publishers have developed their own content
management systems to deal with the complex world of publishing
today. Naturally, that has attracted attention from both publishers
and providers. Is this a growing trend? Can any publisher develop
its own CMS, or is it just for those with wads of cash and resources?
We tend to believe the latter, but we asked David Best, a consultant at Kirchner + Robrecht management consultants who focuses on
digital media strategy and publishing systems, for his take on this
topic. (The views in this article are Best's, and not necessarily those of
WAN-IFRA.)
Ever since Jeff Bezos bought The Washington Post, the media industry has
been keen to learn how the founder of
the internet giant Amazon would get
that news-industry behemoth back on
track, and where that track will take it.
The natural assumption – that technology would play an ever-greater role at
The Washington Post – is proving more
David Best
and more correct.
In October 2015, the company announced it would
offer its Arc Publishing toolset, developed over the previous five years, to external customers. Since then, the
company has signed up 11 customers: publishers, plus
several universities that are allowed to run the tool for
free. The largest customer in the media arena is The
Globe and Mail of Canada, which was selected as a development partner in June 2016.

Although only very few newspaper publishers plan to
market their self-developed software, there are other
prominent players in the publishing industry who have
developed their own content management tools and systems. In March, The Telegraph of the UK implemented its
self-developed CMS and the Los Angeles Times introduced a self-developed story editor.
Despite those recent initiatives, the concept of selfdeveloped content management tools is nothing new, as
demonstrated by numerous examples. Back in 2008, The
New York Times implemented its digital CMS, named
“Scoop.” In Germany, red.web is a well-known example.
It is an editorial system that was initially developed exclusively for the Rhein-Zeitung but has subsequently been
marketed to other companies for many years.
It is nonetheless worthwhile to examine the latest developments, for they offer some interesting lessons for
publishers and system providers.

What drives publishers to develop their own CMS
solutions?
A company might want to consolidate its system landscape, improve process quality, drive automation, or foster innovation and the development of new business
models – there are many reasons for developing do-ityourself solutions, all of them interconnected.
Process quality in this context means making the publishing process faster, more efficient and more elegant. In
other words, fewer steps, clear user interfaces and simple
navigation. Those reasons prompted The Telegraph, for
example, to develop a CMS that allows users to create
and publish content very rapidly, in line with the paradigm that “simple navigation takes priority over rich functionality.” This system is used solely on all news desks.
Previously, The Telegraph had used an off-the-shelf
system and customized it to the individual requirements
of each news desk, with the effect that it ultimately existed in five different versions. The consolidation makes it
possible to concentrate all maintenance, service and operation activities in one system.
Process efficiency can be achieved also through automation. Sometimes, self-developed systems can be the
method of choice for creating a software solution for applications for which no off-the-shelf packages are available. As a case in point, Mashable developed its predictive
analytics tool Velocity as early as 2011 and has since expanded it into a digital publishing suite with a focus on
automation. That allows Mashable’s home page to be
configured automatically for all readers coming from social media sites based on a comprehensive analysis of social web data. In addition, the system supports optimum
storytelling for all social media channels and can also be
customized to the requirements of emerging channels.
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Thus it becomes evident that self-developing software tools can enable publishers to strengthen the innovation capability of their core business. Take BuzzFeed, for example, which consistently both selfdevelops key systems such as content management and
real-time analysis tools and has its own advertising formats devised by a data science team. Even publishing
products such as apps are developed by BuzzFeed’s
own team with a view to achieving better control over
such products and a shorter time to market.
The example of The Washington Post shows that selfdeveloped tools can also serve as a new revenue source,
through sales of the software to third parties. That is another form of innovation, albeit outside the core business.
Different types of self-development – a look at
technical and functional approaches to DIY tools
What does “self-development” actually mean in terms of
technical content and which functional scope can it have?
The approaches described here are clearly focused on digital publishing. They strive to complement existing off-theshelf editorial systems with digital publishing solutions developed to meet a newspaper’s specific requirements.
The Telegraph is another example. Here the self-developed Telegraph Authoring tool rides piggy-back on a
standard solution, the Adobe Experience Manager. In addition, publishers use open source modules. The Washington Post, for example, creates the lion’s share, about

70 percent, of its content using WordPress. This content
as well as contents from other internal systems and external sources are then output using the self-developed
“PageBuilder” rendering engine. In this way, the production and storage of content that traditionally happens in
a CMS is separated from content presentation. The
pages to be put out are broken down by front-end developers into stand-alone, reusable “features” such as
video elements. That enables newsroom employees to
flexibly configure the “features” of a page and connect
them through APIs to specific sources – for example, to
replace a video from the company’s own video management system with a YouTube video.
Most of those solutions are focused on the areas of
content creation and digital publishing (e.g. The Telegraph, Los Angeles Times). Arc Publishing is somewhat
unusual here since it covers the publishing process to a
much greater extent and, for example, also contains content analysis tools and methods to re-engage users of
mobile devices.
Other approaches in the open source sector
Open source CMS such as Drupal or WordPress have recently gained in relevance for publishers. An example of
this are the web CMS distributions based on Drupal that
have been customised to the specific requirements of
publishers (e.g. Le Temps in Switzerland with the NP8
Drupal distribution).
This is often called “bi-directional publishing,” mean-

ing that content is initially created in the CMS and then
sent to a print layout system, where it is adapted to the
print layout and ad spaces and subsequently sent back
and stored in the CMS.
The Thunder project initiated by Burda in Germany
should also be mentioned when reviewing the open
source field. Burda has been developing and distributing
a Drupal-based CMS customized to publishers’ requirements, to be expanded and refined in a joint effort with
publishers and technology partners participating in the
initiative. In contrast to some advocates of the “DIY” approach, however, this project postulates that publishers
should coordinate their development efforts rather than
differentiating themselves from one another through the
underlying content management systems.
What can publishers learn from these
developments?
In our view, the intensity with which companies seek to
optimize system support solutions is a boon, since this
area still has a lot of potential for innovation and increased efficiency. Developing a comprehensive CMS on
one’s own involves a good deal of risk and effort.
In the past, many projects initiated by publishers in
this area failed because the effort and know-how required for such development and – just as important –
the long-term implications in terms of support, maintenance and continued development had been underestimated.

GUARANTEED
CONNECTIVITY
STANDARDS FOR THE NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY
Well-known manufacturing companies within
the graphics industry have come together
under the name PRIME NETWORK to develop
common standards for an efﬁcient workﬂow in
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PRIME

newspaper production. Open universal PRIME
interfaces are central: they make it simpler to
integrate additional components into new and
existing facilities.
WWW.PRIME-NETWORK.COM
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Guided Tours
during Expo
Would you like to learn more
about recent trends, such as
digital publishing, in the editorial systems field?
WAN-IFRA – in cooperation
with the publishing experts of
Kirchner + Robrecht management consultants – will once
again offer guided tours to
CMS/editorial system providers during World Publishing
Expo 2016 in Vienna:
■ Guided Tour 1: Editorial
Systems Guided Tour –
Mon, 10 October, 11:30
■ Guided Tour 2: Editorial

Systems Guided Tour –
Mon, 10 October, 14:30

In other words, while a comprehensive “DIY” strategy may be the right thing for large media brands such
as The Washington Post, The New York Times or BuzzFeed, it does not necessarily mean that this is also true
for other publishers. And establishing oneself as a professional software provider in order to sell the self-developed solution to the market is not an easy feat, even for
The Washington Post.
Nonetheless, a self-developed tool can make sense
for specific discrete – and thus manageable – areas. Before embarking on a self-development project, decisionmakers at the publishing company should take a look at
how such projects were implemented at the case studies
mentioned above.
In our experience, it can be very useful to have programmers and IT specialists, product managers and editors – plus existing system providers – jointly analyse, optimize, and, if necessary, re-engineer the processes for
publishing, distribution and marketing of content.
In doing so, stakeholders from all those areas should
review and understand the processes from beginning to
end. That can be done by, for example, conducting a
joint analysis of the entire process sequence with the aim
of assessing the process performance in terms of time,
cost, and quality (considering the amount of work generated by serving all external channels, the error rate for
publishing online articles, or the approach to optimising
content distribution, to name a few examples).
In addition, the team should also consider optimizing
the product portfolio and the business models in use, no
matter whether dealing with paid content offerings, digital marketing, or cross-departmental data-driven approaches. Whether that exercise results in a change of
system or the self-development of new software ultimately depends on the balancing of achievable improvements versus the costs and risks involved.
What are the lessons for traditional multi-channel
publishing system providers?
Many editorial system providers already know and heed
the following lessons – yet they may still contain some
useful food for thought. A key driver for publishers is
their quest for ways to reduce the complexity of operating their systems and to publish, distribute, and monetize

content in a more effective and efficient way. All that can
be achieved through simple operation, simple implementation, and a simple pricing model.
In principle, multi-channel publishing system providers have the advantage of being able to offer various solution modules from a single source. At the same time,
they have to take account of the heterogeneity and the
growing number of tools used at publishing companies
by both offering connectivity to other systems (through
APIs) and by expanding their own software functionalities. The functional capability of a system should not be
enhanced to the detriment of simplicity of use; that requirement might be met by providing user front-ends
that can be flexibly adapted to customer-specific requirements or “simple” complementary publishing tools.
The ability to provide efficient, cross-media multichannel publishing combined with a flexible workflow
management is still an argument that can be used in
sales talks.
Of course, print continues to be the most important
revenue pillar for most publishers, making it a vital channel. The strongest driver of innovation, however, is digital
publishing. Here, content arrives from a vast range of internal and external sources. The number of sources will
continue to grow, as will the number of output channels,

Links for further information

which makes flexible intake and output of digital content
more relevant than ever.
That confronts system providers with the challenge of
covering the entire content life cycle, from planning to
re-usage of content, by providing either convincing inhouse products or well-integrated third-party solutions.
They must take those solutions rapidly to market in order
to keep up with the competition from specialised digital
system providers and discourage publishers from embarking on their own development projects.
In our view, multi-channel system providers should
explore ways to market their solutions in even more
modular fashion going forward – possibly in the form of
tools that address individual process steps and can still be
used in an integrated manner. That would give system
providers a shot at winning new customers in an embattled market.
If a solution is offered in very small, individual modules, new customers can be convinced of a provider’s capability in a step-by-step manner. In addition, it would
make it easier for system providers to make inroads into
the corporate publishing market, which might have use
for some but not all modules offered to newspapers and
other mass-market publishing customers.

i

Newsonomics: The Washington Post offers an Arc in the storm – http://bit.ly/1KPK1vn (Nieman Lab)
New WaPo 'flexible' homepage completes site redesign – http://bit.ly/1NNVAH5 (Journalism.co.uk)
Introducing PageBuilder – http://bit.ly/2c3mDSm (The Washington Post)
Inside Arc Publishing, the Globe and Mail’s new publishing system – http://bit.ly/29Wl1uw (J-Source)
How The Telegraph built its new CMS by focusing on simplicity – http://bit.ly/21U3HUX (Nieman Lab)
The Los Angeles Times built its own journalist-friendly story editor, and it’s now rolling out to all of Tronc –
http://bit.ly/2aTizCZ (Nieman Lab)
Scoop: A Glimpse Into the NYTimes CMS – http://nyti.ms/1G8mpjl (New York Times Open blog)
The New York Times built a Slack bot to help decide which stories to post to social media – http://bit.ly/1J6a8i6
(Nieman Lab)
Humans vs. Algorithms at Mashable – http://bit.ly/2ctbhJg (Philip Merrill College of Journalism)
Mashable: Building media for the digital generation – http://bit.ly/1Id27mI (Journalism.co.uk)
BuzzFeed’s strategy – http://bit.ly/1whFIl6 (cdixon blog)
Was hinter Burdas Redaktionssystem Thunder wirklich steckt – http://bit.ly/2bVTXM8 (CIO, in German)
The Evolution of Media Company CMS Platforms: Big Bets on Custom CMS – http://bit.ly/2bUY2OU (Acquia)
The Evolution of Media Company CMS Platforms: Newspaper CMS Selection – http://bit.ly/2bTbwrI (Acquia)
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How newsrooms are using
Facebook Live to engage viewers

The New York Times has already produced more than 400 Facebook Live videos covering events such as political conventions as well as interviews with prominent figures.

If 2015 was the year of Snapchat, 2016
belongs to Facebook Live. Since Facebook opened its live-streaming feature
to all users in April, it has been used to
document everything from the Black
Lives Matter movement to BuzzFeed’s
exploding watermelon experiment, and
Candace Payne trying on a Chewbacca
mask – which at the time of writing
has been viewed more than 160 million
times.
And for news outlets, Facebook Live offers a new opportunity for interacting and engaging with audiences in
real time.
“The New York Times website is a major destination,
but we also want to be where our audience is, and we
have a very engaged, dedicated audience on Facebook,”
Louise Story, NYT’s Executive Producer, Live Interactive
Journalism, told WAN-IFRA.
The paper has produced more than 400 Facebook
Live videos, covering stories as diverse as the Republican
and Democratic national conventions, cooking, fashion,
and interviews with prominent figures.
An interview with an Orlando shooting survivor, for
example, asked viewers to submit questions in the comments. Publishers can also see Live Reactions to broad-

casts, as well as average video views, and video completion and retention rates.
The average Facebook user watches live video three
times longer than other types of video, The Wall Street
Journal reports.
“We’re calling this live interactive journalism,” explained Story. “We’re not calling it video, because it’s inherently different from a produced video… In live interactive journalism what’s happening on-screen is affected
by the audience in real time. This is as much about the

audience as it is about journalism.”
Though live-streaming apps such as Periscope and
YouTube Live have been around for some time, Facebook’s 1.65 billion monthly users give it a leading edge
that publishers are keen to capitalise on.
“We don’t have to recreate television, and we
shouldn’t have to recreate television,” said Micah Gelman, Senior Editor and Head of Video at The Washington Post. Gelman, previously a live TV producer, explained that while there is some crossover between the

"We're calling this live interactive
journalism. We're not calling it video,
because it's inherently different from
a produced video… In live, interactive journalism, what's happening
on-screen is affected by the audience
in real time. This is as much about the audience as
it is about journalism."
– Louise Story, New York Times
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two media, Facebook Live differs in that “you can build
up a community around it, and hopefully have a really
good conversation ongoing around the content.”
“We can have a little fun on Facebook Live and we
can experiment," he added, "whereas we might offer
something that’s a little bit more ‘in the box’ for our own
site.”
The Post has 40 people on its video team, including
T.J. Ortenzi, who was appointed Facebook Live Editor in
July. With most major news outlets now experimenting
with Facebook Live, Ortenzi is responsible for how the
Post “differentiates itself,” producing original content
and “unique story formats.”
Live events vs. live programming
In addition, the Post is focusing on two other Facebook Live formats. The first is live events, such as political
rallies, “newsmaker interviews,” or the decennial corpse
flower blooming at the United States Botanic Garden.
The second is live programming: events that take place
in front of an in-person audience as well as on Facebook
Live. They have so far included Margaret Sullivan interviewing comedian Samantha Bee at the Democratic National Convention, and a day-long event on national security.
“Our goal is to be out [live-streaming] where events
are happening, where there’s something visual, as opposed to talking heads – which you can get enough of
from cable news, frankly,” said Gelman.

The New York Times also is experimenting with a
number of different formats – 10, to be exact. These
range from live reporting, where viewers go “out on the
job” with journalists, to “take me there” stories that
transport viewers to beautiful areas such as Central Park
or the Gobi Desert.
“We’ve found that people like to go places… so we
have quite a lot of segments out in the field where we’re
taking people interesting places, and they really seem to
like that,” said Story.
Another way the Times is experimenting with Facebook Live is game formats, allowing viewers to work together on crossword puzzles, for example, or streaming
live illustrations where people in the comments guess
what is being drawn.
“It’s not as much about the type of story, as it is
about the way you use the platform,” she added.
Remember the audience
The Times has eight people working full-time on Facebook Live. As at The Washington Post, they work with
journalists across the newsroom to ensure all staff have
the skills and knowledge to produce a live broadcast.
“You get better the more you do it,” said Story, who
added that it is important to “remember the audience is
there and engage with them while you’re doing it.”
That level of engagement – whether it’s through asking questions or responding to questions that come in
via comments – is crucial to maintaining the audience’s
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attention. Though Facebook Live broadcasts can run as
long as 90 minutes – and Facebook advises running for
at least 10 minutes to be discoverable and capture a substantial audience – Gelman noted the difficulty of sustaining something interesting, even for a short time.
“You have to approach it by thinking a little bit like a
live television producer,” he said. “This is not something
you start without a plan. You almost need to have, even
if it’s not written down, kind of a run-down in your
head.”
It is in Facebook’s interests, of course, to secure consistently high video views for its live streaming feature in
order to monetize it. Facebook Live broadcasts get a
higher priority in its almighty algorithm than do regular
videos, and users get a push notification whenever a
Page or person they follow goes “live” (although that
function can be turned off).
At the time of writing, exactly how Facebook will
monetize the broadcasts is still unclear, though the network began testing mid-roll ads within live broadcasts in
August, and is paying some publishers – including The
New York Times – more than US$ 3 million a year to produce live videos.
“The question of whether there’s an audience for it is
still to be determined,” said Gelman. “Facebook has
huge potential, but whether people find things that are
live more interesting [than pre-recorded video] is inherently unknown,” he said.
Report by Abigail Edge, freelance journalist, writer and editor

Digital
media
Reinventing the world of news

Management of cross-media ad campaigns and packs
from a single order – Mobile ad sales with tablets
Integration of Google DFP – AdServer in the booking
process – Production of multimedia originals – Cross
media creation and preparation of editorial products
Monetization of the web and digital platforms
eCommerce Mobile Journalism – Management of
traditional and digital subscriptions – Circulation
Analysis and Segmentation of audiences…

www.protecmedia.com

Synergy 360 in Advertising
Multimedia & Multichannel
Newsroom and Audience
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VR: Making it a reality

Recent technological advancements
have led to exciting new ways of telling
stories. Among those, virtual reality (VR)
has captured the attention of the news
industry. It might not yet be mainstream,
but it is increasingly clear that VR offers
great potential to tell stories in a very
different light.
VR might not replace other forms of storytelling, but its
relatively low entry barriers should encourage newsrooms to start experimenting. With mobile phones becoming the predominant means of news consumption
and all projections indicating that millions of VR capture
devices, headsets and applications will soon hit the market, we need to be prepared to serve those platforms.
"Once we're able to engage with the most compelling
thing in VR – which is one another – that's what's going
to drive our adoption," Justin Hendrix, Executive Director
of NYC Media Lab, told the World Editors Forum.
International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts that
shipments in both virtual and augmented reality markets
will reach 110 million units in 2020. The report also signals that the virtual reality and augmented reality (AR)
market will grow from US$ 5.2 billion (about 4.66 billion
euros) in 2016 to more than $ 162 billion (about 145.1
billion euros) in 2020. Last year YouTube and Facebook
announced support for 360-degree videos.
Finding a partner and getting started
In a constantly changing media landscape, even general

journalism training is not a luxury – it’s a must. And with
VR journalism it’s inevitable, particularly since VR is a
brand-new medium for the industry. Film makers, game
designers, marketers, teachers and others are proactively
exploring the opportunities and challenges of VR by experimenting and learning how to work with it. News organizations should be doing that too.
“It’s a particularly good time for media companies to
partner with universities around VR and 360-degree video,
because there’s so much enthusiasm on the campuses, so
much openness to try new things, experiment with new
gear, new technology, and see what works,” said Hendrix.
“The reality is that a lot of this equipment isn’t terribly expensive, but what it takes is time and the willingness to
try something new. Sometimes, inside the companies we
work with, there’s not that much latitude – but inside universities there is plenty of latitude for creativity.”
High-profile partnerships with technology providers include Reuters working with Samsung to bring VR and 360
video to all its platforms. Other publishers have acquired
know-how, including the Huffington Post with RYOT.org
and The New York Times with VR agency Fake Love. But
as Hendrix said, publishers should definitely consider connecting with local universities, research institutes and associations, which is why WAN-IFRA's Global Alliance for
Media Innovation (GAMI) can be a natural partner, because of its connections as well as its microsite, workshops, events and consulting.
Investment can be modest
Depending on what a media company wants to achieve,
costs can range from quite modest to rather substantial.
A beginner-level 360 camera such as the Ricoh Theta S

or Samsung Gear 360 can normally be purchased for
about $ 400 (about 358 euros). Those cameras can autostitch images and can fit into a pocket. The image results
may not be impressive, but the cameras are good training platforms for newsrooms with low budgets. Journalists can easily carry them for use whenever needed.
If you are looking for higher-quality results, a 6 GoPro
camera rig, which costs about 3,500 euros, would be a
good solution. Good stitching software will run you about
1,000 euros; a testing device and head-mounted displays
(HMD) cost between 10 and 400 euros.
All in all, investment in equipment can be relatively
modest; the real challenge lies in building competence
and skills – and integrating VR into existing workflows.
Types of stories suitable for VR reporting
Remember that VR can take us to places we have never
seen before and can help us experience things we’ve
never experienced before. In that light, any story that
brings a unique experience to viewers should work well.
Types of stories that seem to be a natural fit include
conflicts or catastrophes, stories about nature and the environment that leave a lasting impression and even influence people’s future behavior, and sports, particularly
extreme sports.
While many efforts to date have focused on one-off
feature reports of those types, a number of news organizations are already testing VR with their daily news reporting, and more major news companies will follow. For the
time being, designing the computer-generated visuals associated with VR is too complex a task for daily news operations. But who knows what might happen in the next
five years?
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VR design tools
One of the most popular tools for creating VR content is
Unity 3D. It is a game development ecosystem, with a set
of intuitive tools to create interactive 3D and 2D content.
Unity’s main advantage is its asset store, where developers can buy pre-designed content, such as 3D models,
audio effects and scripts. The asset store helps reduce
the time, cost and effort of creating a VR experience.
Another popular VR development tool is Unreal Engine, a comprehensive set of tools for game developers.
Like its rival, Unreal Engine has an asset store where users
can download game assets such as characters, props,
sounds and effects. Used mostly for designing AAA console or PC games, Unreal is known for superior visuals.
VR headsets
Following the success story of the Oculus Rift headset,
major tech brands such as Samsung, HTC and Sony are
introducing their own VR headset systems.
Samsung Gear VR is compatible with certain Samsung
smartphones, which act as the screen and processor of
the headset. Playstation VR is the headset of Sony, designed to function with PS4 game console. HTC Vive is
another popular VR headset with "room scale" sensor
technology that can turn a room into 3D space, enabling
users to interact with virtual environments.
Microsoft also is working on an augmented reality
headset, which it calls HoloLens. In its latest developer
forum, Intel has announced a new prototype called Project Alloy, a wireless VR headset that does not need to be
connected to a computer or a smartphone.
Pocket-size 360 cameras
360 cameras either are used with a special rig or have
dedicated multiple lenses on board. As mentioned, the
Ricoh Theta S is a compact camera that can capture
360-degree images and videos. The Samsung Gear 360
offers superior image quality but is compatible only with
the latest Samsung Galaxy smartphones.
Costing only a few hundred dollars, those pocketsized cameras are ideal tools with which today’s newsrooms can experiment and embrace the new technology
on a modest budget.
Taking VR to the next storytelling level
The next step in VR is to progress beyond visual-only, in-

VR at Expo
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Andrew Perkis and Deniz Ergurel will hold a panel
discussion about VR at the Digital Media World
conference during World Publishing Expo 2016 in
Vienna, 10-12 October. The session starts at
13:00 on Wednesday, the last day of Expo.
Perkis and Ergurel will also be available on the
WAN-IFRA stand to demonstrate and discuss VR
journalism.

corporating the other senses and moving toward the
concept of true virtual reality. The most obvious addition,
of course, is audio. Incorporating spatial audio into a visual presentation greatly enhances the user's quality of
experience.
The news upstart RYOT was the first to experiment,
doing a simple 360-degree video of a prisoner's cell with
audio effects.
Indeed, interaction is the next step, be it haptic, gesture, or anything else. We have still not really started to
use the most powerful VR concept of all in our stories –
embodiment – creating immersive narratives. That makes
the audience a participant rather than a viewer. These
iNarratives exploit all the new and emerging technologies:
multi-view, 360-degree, virtual and augmented reality.
Focused from the start on positive social action, RYOT
(which, as mentioned, was bought by the Huffington
Post) has pivoted to focus entirely on VR and immersive
storytelling.
“But for some, 360 video is not true VR,” wrote WANIFRA’s Nick Tjaardstra this June. “The Guardian had bigger
plans for an interactive experience – actually building out
a photo-realistic 3D space with the help of a special effects company and integrating audio stories from real inmates. It was not cheap, taking nine months to develop,
but was supported by related organisations like Frontline
and Solitary Watch, as well as the Google News Lab. …
Like RYOT's project, it works much better on your mobile
using Google Cardboard or similar.”
Ideally, of course, VR should consist of sensor-based
digital storytelling with interactive and immersive content
– without the need for goggles or other head-mounted
displays. It should use the space, environment and context
to provide the immersive experience. A key issue is standards, providing the industry with interoperability, such as
the work that ISO recently started on JPEG Pleno.
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Monetization is still down the road
For now, the best revenue source for media organizations would be sponsorships. VR advertisements within
the editorial content are still at a very early stage.
“The reality is that virtual reality is the Wild West right
now,” said Hendrix. “There aren’t enough people who
have the means to consume the content to create the sort
of dynamic where advertisers are looking at whether to
invest or not based on metrics – that’s not what’s driving
them. It’s sort of like the early days of the web or any
communications technology. If they are investing or
spending money, they’re doing it because they believe it’s
a worthwhile experiment and something they need to understand, not because they believe it’s necessarily going to
have a defensible return on investment (ROI) and they’re
going to be able to point to figures. For the near future,
sponsorships are the main mechanism, but I do think that
you’ll see opportunities in the not-too-distant future by
selling content for download, in a model not unlike
iTunes. There are already mechanisms for doing that, but I
think it will become more common for documentary content, live streaming, and news.”
Is it possible in your newsroom? The answer to that
question requires understanding the production tools
and integration into workflow and content management
systems in a seamless way. Even more important is to understand the path towards true VR production, not just
360 videos, and be in the forefront of development, not
just a bystander.
Your next opportunity will be at the Expo in Vienna –
we hope to see you there!
About the authors
Andrew Perkis is a member of the GAMI board and
holds a chair in Media Technology at NTNU, the
Norwegian University of Science and Technology.
His current research focus is immersive media technology experiences, with a special focus on sensorbased digital storytelling.
Deniz Ergurel is the founder and editor-in-chief of
Haptical, a digital news and information service focused on the virtual reality industry. He is an entrepreneurial tech journalist and CUNY Tow-Knight
fellow.
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Words of wisdom
from three digital advertising aces
The push to make the digital advertising
landscape less complex and at the same
time more transparent, efﬁcient, readerfriendly, and of course proﬁtable has dominated the agendas of ad and sales teams for
the past few years. Coping with trends such
as programmatic, mobile and, most recently,
ad blocking – to name a few – requires more
than just embracing the latest technology.
We asked three advertising specialists for
their assessments of the current digital ad
landscape.
Michael Stoeckel, VP, Global Tech Strategy & Publisher Operations for Prohaska Consulting, USA
Stoeckel oversees work with
advertising/marketing tech suppliers and also directs publisher
strategy. As VP of ad revenue
operations at The New York
Times, he rebuilt NYT’s programmatic ad business and
managed a team of more than
60 people across ad platforms,
sales planning, ad operations,
and yield optimization strategies.
WAN-IFRA: If you look at some of the trends in the
digital advertising ecosystem today (programmatic,
targeting, retargeting, ad blocking, native, video),
are there any common challenges or questions that
your clients are facing, particularly in adapting to
the constantly changing technology landscape?
Stoeckel: Across direct and programmatic sales, the
"big three"revenue inhibitors for publishers are viewability, fraud and ad blocking. Given the attention those issues have received, they don't need explanation, but
there is another important ad-operations consideration
that is less well known: the challenges publishers face in
tracking varying currencies on a campaign-by-campaign
basis while dealing with differing definitions of viewability. For example, a publisher may almost simultaneously
launch three campaigns, each of which is contractually
bound to distinct delivery goals, such as:
1. Standard/served ad impressions
2. Standard/served ad impressions, but with
a minimum viewability percentage threshold, and
3. Viewable ad impressions
The situation is further complicated by the fact that a
publisher should price those goals differently. Pricing for
the first goal and likely the second goal would be based
on standard CPMs; the third goal would be based on
higher viewable CPMs, or vCPMs. Unfortunately, none
of the ad operations tools in the marketplace is
equipped to manage multiple layers of currency metrics
and pricing simultaneously, which makes it challenging

for the publisher to price and manage inventory effectively.
Have you seen any ad technologies recently that
publishers should consider adding to their toolkit?
For programmatic, publishers have long pursued the goal
of maximizing the number of bids for each ad impression
delivered as a means of improving yield. Header bidding
in conjunction with mediation tools helps address that,
but the current unsophisticated state of such technologies has been referred to as "hacks" by many publishers.
I expect that technologies that accomplish what header
bidding does today will evolve over the coming months.
That will create a very different situation that will provide
clean bids and maximize yield for publishers while allowing buyers to see a fuller view of available inventory.
Robert Johansson, head of online products for
Schibsted Sweden
Formerly head of programmatic for Schibsted Sweden, in
the spring Johansson moved
into the new position of head
of online products, which includes responsibility for programmatic. He joined Schibsted
in 2013 as yield manager for
the media company’s flagship
daily in Sweden, Aftonbladet.
Naturally, he has a deep understanding of the complex digital advertising ecosystem.
WAN-IFRA: What are some of the developments in
programmatic trading at Schibsted in the last year?
Johansson: These are some of the changes we have
made recently:
1. We have decided that globally we work with AppNexus' full stack, meaning that we will not work with
any other ad server; we will use both their Adserver
and SSP.
2. We will have one global member, so a buyer who
wants to access all of our sites in all our countries can
do that and target only one member. Thus it is easy
for buyers to access our inventory.
3. Having AppNexus' full stack allows us better control
of our inventory. We will have more inventory in the
market for programmatic and we can give them access to real premium inventory.
4. We are looking into programmatic direct and will
move ahead with that (it's not yet live), but prioritywise, it is more important for us to give buyers access
to premium inventory via RTB so they can buy in real
time and use their own data. Programmatic direct is
just automation of the IO (insertion order)-based
business, which is also good, but not of the same importance.
Our organizational structure is also new as of January.
Now we have a global product organization that is re-

sponsible for disseminating programmatic products to
our markets (native, rich media, programmatic direct,
video, etc.). In each market we will also have a programmatic team whose main focus is to maximize revenue for
that specific country rather than develop new products.
The reason for a global product organization is to have
scale and power.
For example, in Sweden we still work closely with
agencies and direct clients to help them move their
budgets into programmatic and still have the same quality inventory.
• We have training sessions for media planners and
project managers with the big agencies.
• We have an offer to allow buyers to use AppNexus as
a DSP (since that is good for us).
• We have launched a Schibsted Certification for buyers. Basically, we train buyers about how to buy our
inventory and test them before we approve them
(highly appreciated in Sweden).
Header bidding is drawing a lot of attention. Also
known as tagless, advanced bidding, or pre-bidding, header bidding helps publishers instantly collect buyer bids on all ad inventory before selling
that inventory. The story goes that by making RTB
technology the first step in the auction process,
publishers can see how much buyers are willing to
pay on all inventory and get the highest price per
ad. Where does Schibsted stand on that?
We have looked into it and talked to AppNexus about it.
For our major market in Sweden and Norway, I do not
think we will use it, since we are already heading for a
full stack. Then there is not the same need for it. But for
some of our markets, we certainly will evaluate it.
There are two things I do not like about it:
1. Latency. It is yet another script that will call for buyers. We are heading in a direction where we want to
remove scripts – not add new ones.
2. From a sales perspective, it is not optimal if buyers
can access our inventory from different SSPs. It confuses buyers and our sellers about where our inventory actually is available. Our strategy has been to
have our inventory in one place to make it easier for
everyone to target the inventory.
Ben Shaw, Director of Global Advisory, WAN-IFRA
Shaw has the task of providing
independent advice on digital
strategy and organizational
change. He also leads a number of initiatives to support the
media industry in its transformation. Previously he was
Shaw Media's chief digital officer, focused on driving revenue and audience for their digital products in the United States. Shaw formerly
served as the company’s CTO.
WAN-IFRA: As many publishers turn their attention
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to mobile and video advertising, what are some of
the technological challenges facing them, particularly at small, local papers?
Shaw: Mobile advertising has overtaken desktop at the
majority of publishers worldwide. It has begun to represent a significant portion of revenues not only at pureplay companies but at some leading traditional media
companies as well. All told, digital advertising is not only
growing – its growth is still accelerating.
If publishers wish to capitalize on the changing media
landscape, they must significantly expand their base of
digital-only advertisers. While digital growth still requires
experimentation, 2017 should be the year for real strategic thinking and carefully considered investment. There
are new, winnable digital dollars within our markets.
The main technological challenge I see for local publishers is friction. Posting and serving high-quality mobile
and video advertising is too difficult for many companies,
and it is too often presented in a way that is disruptive to
the audience. The experience for everyone, from sales
and production all the way to the user, frequently lacks
both performance and easy-to-use design.
Local papers must work on improving the processes
of creating and consuming compelling advertising content on mobile and video.
You are heading a session at Expo about ad blocking – a complex issue, to say the least. What actions have you seen publishers taking to address at

Digital Advertising Guided Tours, session at Expo
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On the second day of World Publishing Expo, advertising-related topics will be emphasized.
Guided Tour, 10:00: Digital Advertising Guided Tour - Part 1, Advertising Pavilion. Led by Nick Tjaardstra,
WAN-IFRA's Deputy Director of Global Advisory. Participants will visit the exhibitors that are taking part in
the Digital Advertising Pavilion and can afterwards join the conference session on smart advertising. (Space
is limited; please register at [http://wan-ifra.org/Expo_tour_signup].)
Ad Blocking and Smart Ads, 11:30: At the Digital Media World Conference in the Expo hall, Ben Shaw,
WAN-IFRA's Director of Global Advisory, will examine how publishers are addressing the ad blocking challenge on several fronts, including improving the user experience by delivering non-intrusive, cleaner ads
and native advertising.
Guided Tour, 14:00: Digital Advertising - Part 2, Production & Workflow. Led by Nick Tjaardstra, WAN-IFRA's
Deputy Director of Global Advisory. This tour looks at innovative ad solutions and CMS integrations from
around the Expo floor. (Space is limited; please register at [http://wan-ifra.org/Expo_tour_signup].)

least the technology side of the equation?
Publishers have been responding to the ad-blocking
threat in a number of ways, including purely technological solutions. The danger of those solutions is that they
can readily backfire. If publishers allow themselves to be
pulled into a cat-and-mouse game of technological circumvention, they can find that much of their sites' functionality is completely blocked by some ad-blocking providers. Even worse, they risk alienating users, who are
demonstrating their dislike of the ad experience.
The main ways that publishers have been dealing
with readers who block their ads are these: blocking ac-

cess to content, asking users to disable ad blockers
(sometimes with a request for a donation if they do not),
serving ads anyway by circumventing the ad blocker, or
creating a personalized ad experience. During our session, we will be taking a deep dive into the most successful cases the industry has produced to date.
The good news for publishers is that they have a direct relationship with consumers – and the opportunity
to build on it. There’s also an opportunity for publishers
to get in the driver’s seat with regard to advertising.
By Dean Roper, WAN-IFRA's Director of Publications /
Editor-in-Chief
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Inkjet applications
in newspaper production
New inkjet printing plants recently opened in Switzerland, France and the UK, and are planned in the
USA. Inkjet was one of the dominant technical topics at the recent drupa exhibition in Düsseldorf,
Germany. But it is clear that the technology’s potential for use in newspaper production still hangs
in the balance of quality vs. cost – and defining
suitable business models.
Yet there is no shortage of information on the topic: The
World Printers Forum has launched a new microsite
about inkjet newspaper printing [http://www.wanifra.org/inkjet_newspaper_printing] within the WANIFRA site. The microsite includes all kinds of information
on the subject. At the World Publishing Expo, 10-12 October in Vienna, Austria, the Print World conference will
offer a session on the topic, and a new report on inkjet
newspaper printing is on the way as well.
What is the digital in digital printing?
The term “digital printing” has long since become an established category in the industry, and is generally used
to describe all those printing processes that are realised
without a physical forme. Whereas all conventional processes, such as letterpress, gravure, flexo and offset
printing, are based on a previously prepared forme that
can be used to produce a countless number of identical
copies, “digital printing” has no need for a printing
forme in the traditional sense. The initially proposed designation “non-impact printing” is actually a much better
description of the underlying process, but has failed to
gain acceptance in common usage.
The first point at which the various processes differ
fundamentally is the manner in which the ink is applied
to the substrate. In the case of digital inkjet, this mechanical process is in fact highly complex, since thousands of ink nozzles must be electromechanically controlled within fractions of a second in order to ensure
that the correct amount of ink is placed at the right position in the printing area at the right moment – without
contact with the surface, of course.
The commonly used term “digital printing” has established itself as the generic description for all those
printing processes that are realised without surface contact and without a physical printing forme. Conversely, it
can be inferred that the content and format of any given
sheet can differ from all preceding sheets when using a
digital technology. In digital printing, therefore, a single
printer can be used to handle jobs ranging from a single
copy to several thousand copies. It is likewise possible to
combine different products with any given run length in
any order. Furthermore, individual modifications to the
form and content can be applied from one copy to the
next (e.g. personalization). All that can be achieved without needing to interrupt the production process to
change a printing forme, for example. Those are characteristic properties of digital printing.
A working group of the World Printers Forum has
identified the following digital inkjet applications as the
currently significant uses for publishers and newspaper
printers:

KP Services prints small circulations of national UK titles for the island of Jersey.

1. Remotely printed international newspapers
2. Regional and local editions
2.1. Inserting of digitally printed local sections
2.2. The “digital web,” pre-printed and inserted into
the conventional press
2.3. Printing according to distribution requirements
3. Personalisation, customisation
3.1. Codes, games, personalised advertising
3.2. Mass customisation, targeted and personalised
advertising
4. Development of additional business for printers
4.1. Direct mailing, personalised mailing, transaction
printing
4.2. Short run print production, content and format
variability
5. Alternative production system; inkjet replacing offset?

The view of printers and suppliers
Both printers and suppliers participating in the working
group shared their views and expectations.
manroland sees the possibility of dynamic business development and realisation of ideas via inkjet. Their target
is increased variability of formats and products, supported
by manroland digital folding solutions and integration
(software) solutions. They regard inkjet as a supplement to
the existing production equipment. It is used to produce
print products with shrinking circulation in a variable way.
At the same time, the utilisation of existing presses is improved by the combination of print jobs of the same format (size) to create high-volume print runs.
Axel Springer Print Management, on the other hand,
sees a need to develop innovative business models for
newspaper individualisation. Because of the heavy investment in inkjet technology (all in all, Axel Springer in-
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Left: Control desk of a Kodak Prosper press of KP Services in Jersey. Middle: The press hall of KP Services with two digital presses in the background and a Hunkeler finishing line in
the foreground. Right: Jack Knadjian, MD of KP Services, in front of an inkjet press.

Left: The HP inkjet press at MengisDruck in Visp, Switzerland. Middle: Weblead and former at MengisDruck. Right: The manroland FoldLine finishing system at MengisDruck.

vested in 33 inkjet units), there must be a commercial
business case to justify the move, they believe. At the
same time, they have observed that today’s readers and
advertising customers want to get added value in a
printed newspaper.
Therefore, their focus is on producing new special
effects, such as gluing, super posters and perforation.
“With inkjet we can offer an innovative added value like
individualisation, which is unique in the mass production
of newspapers,” is their viewpoint.
Malcolm Miller of Miller Distributions in Malta is confident of the growth prospects of inkjet printing, as is
Stefaan Vanysacker (Halewijn, Belgium). With improved
print quality, together with better paper quality and reduction of ink and click costs, there can be growth,
Vanysacker believes. A mixed offering of printed paper
and e-paper would be a viable product, in his opinion.
Josef Simmerl of Canon (Océ) agrees with that view.
With improvements in print quality, substrates and
speeds, inkjet will eventually replace offset printing for
short runs (up to 5,000 copies) and for mass customisation and industrial printing-on-demand, he believes.
Target markets
The various suppliers target different markets for different products.
manroland approaches the European market with
combined newspaper and commercial business models,
while in Asia, they are looking at specialised products
and applications of variability, since that market is at an
early stage. Currently, the focus of the market is more on
books on demand, they find.
Canon has two major target markets for inkjet –
transaction/direct mail and graphic arts. Within graphic
arts, newspaper printing plays a growing role.

Hunkeler focuses on catering to decentralised printing of daily newspapers with small to medium circulations, and weekly newspapers.
Among the users, Topweb (Chicago) finds the niche
markets opening up and very receptive to short-run,
high-quality products. “We target short-run national and
global daily newspapers, as well as local community
newspapers,” says Rodd Winscott.
Axel Springer Print Management reaches out to subscribers and readers of newspapers, advertisers (product
marketing for special advertisements) for its inkjet applications, and CSQ (Erbusco, Italy) looks at applications
both in the newspaper and in other products printed on
newsprint. For its part, Miller Distributions targets newspaper titles for UK and European tourists.
Vanysacker is interested primarily in micro-zoning (hyperlocal, neighbourhood newspapers), newsletters from
membership organisations, personal newspapers and
personalised publications.

Speaking for the Italian newspaper printer CSQ,
Dario De Cian says in the specific market of newspaper
printing, “I don’t see big possibilities unless the suppliers
are able to increase the speed and reduce the ink
prices.”
Inkjet continues to get faster and improve in quality,
but the main issue is to reduce the running cost with
lower-cost inks, says Hunkeler.
Vanysacker contends that lower ink and click costs
and better print quality (combination ink and paper)
must lead to lower per-copy costs.
Winscott recommends building a business model on
short-run work that would prove to be profitable and
make the best use of the machine time available, as well
as the training of technicians and development of a
maintenance team with a deep understanding of both
"nuts and bolts" and file structures.

Future perspectives

For industrial digital inkjet printing to be used meaningfully in newspaper production scenarios, it is critical to
determine the applications and niches that digital printing can serve better and at more favourable cost than a
conventional printing process can.
In this context, it seems most appropriate to concentrate on the specific strengths of inkjet printing and, on
that basis, identify applications that are already clearly
relevant for current and future newspaper production or
that permit the development of new business models.
Ideally, digital inkjet will drive ventures into new fields
of business that are made feasible for the first time by
the capabilities of the technology. In that case, technical
and business innovation become mutually enhancing.

Today, the business models are still in their infancy, since
products and data design options have yet to be developed. manroland is confident that new data pools will
open, resulting in the development of the possibilities of
inkjet printing in terms of variability, content and product. Speed will rise to reach the equivalent of slow offset
printing, the company believes. In fact, it says, that point
has almost been reached; it can be achieved if the print
quality is adjusted suitably.
The economics of newspaper printing will develop
positively with the combination of commercial and book
production based on digital solutions, says manroland. To
get there, current business models have to be expanded
and made flexible, it believes.

Technical and business innovation

Report by Manfred Werfel, WAN-IFRA Deputy CEO,
and Susan Philip, WAN-IFRA Correspondent
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WAN-IFRA welcomes new INCQC members
after our most demanding competition yet
INCQC Participation Regions

The International Newspaper Color
Quality Club (INCQC), which has been
organised since 1994 by WAN-IFRA, is
the only global competition that evaluates and awards print quality in newspaper production.
The INCQC 2016-18 competition was by far the toughest when compared with the previous editions, and a tremendous amount of effort was made by each and every
newspaper title that participated in the competition. Our
hearty congratulations go out to the members of INCQC
2016-18.
The competition is open to all newspapers regardless
of their production technology. To facilitate that, there
are four technical categories: category 1 for coldset
printing, category 2 for heatset printing in newsprint,
category 3 for heat-set printing on supercalendered
paper and category 4 for other printing processes such
as digital. Category 4 is also open to those newspapers
that
have to follow their own standards.
AnzMakroSol08_2016IFRA_Layout
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INCQC 2016-18 received 130 unique entries from
29 countries across the four technical categories. For the
first time, the largest number of entries came from India,
with 31 entries, followed by Germany with 25. The large
number of entries from India can be attributed to the
growing newspaper market in the country and the fact
that standardised high-quality newspaper printing is
gaining importance in that competitive market. We also
found strong interest in INCQC from newspapers in Latin
America, who submitted 17 entries.

Before drafting the instructions for INCQC 2016-18, we
discussed the format of the competition with several industry experts, in order to get advice as to how to make
the competition more challenging and useful for the participants. The idea of asking the participants to print the
WAN-IFRA “cuboid” test target for one full week in
every competition month originated in one such discussion. We also added more emphasis to the General Print
Quality evaluation by inviting a panel of expert judges.
To print high quality in accordance with international
standards throughout the competition period is not an
easy task. It is possible only by getting all the production
staff involved in the project, creating quality awareness
across all departments, and working on finer aspects of
quality and its control. We believe when printers think
and work toward achieving high quality throughout the
three-month competition period, quality becomes part of
their day-to-day activity – which is exactly the key objective of the competition.
Participant Patrick Zürcher, Managing Director,
Freiburger Druck GmbH + Co. KG, Germany, said, “The
whole team of Freiburger Druck worked closely together
and gave their best to print the finest high-quality prod-
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ucts during the competition. The whole staff was very curious and full of expectations about the monthly INCQC
results, which created a close bond among the printers
and the whole team of Freiburger Druck. For our customers, the membership is proof of our high standards.”
Testimonials such as that show that INCQC participation boosts staff motivation and development, which in
turn means the competition has achieved its objectives.
A common misconception among newspaper printers is that a company must have a state-of-the-art infrastructure to secure INCQC membership. That is not the
case. The competition is based on ISO 12647-3, a standard that is applicable to all printing plants, everywhere in
the world. Strict and consistent process control procedures are all that is necessary to win in the INCQC.
Fredrik Koch, Pre-Press Manager, Paarl Coldset, South
Africa, said, “Reaching the ISO print quality standard in a
minimum amount of copies was challenging for us due
to the fact that our presses are 15 years old and do not
have any automatic register or cut-off control systems.
The competition allowed us to revisit our process control
methods and implement measures to strengthen our
processes. We are proud to secure two memberships in
INCQC 2016-18.” We also have similar examples from
many other countries.
On the other hand, winning a club membership is
not an easy task, either. Aspirants must re-visit their entire production workflow; streamline it to suit the recommendations of ISO 12647-3; build a team with representatives from all departments, such as editorial,
imaging, advertising, pagination, CTP, materials and production; make regular test runs; and standardise materials, CTP, color correction, all pre-press parameters and
dot gain in the press. Such preparation would take at
least 12 months before the start of the competition.
We asked Aszman Kasmani, General Manager Production, The New Straits Times Press, Malaysia, about
their experience. “After an unsuccessful attempt in the
past, we are pleased to finally achieve qualification to the
Color Quality Club this time around. It is a validation of
our long-term strategy and the culmination of an intensive program over 16 months to get all of our equipment
to the desired levels,” Kasmani said.
German publishers join Star Club
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International Newspaper Color Quality Club Members 2016-2018
Company

Newspaper title(s)

Printing site(s)

Country

ABP Pvt Ltd

Anandabazar Patrika,
The Telegraph

Barasat, Kolkata

India

Advance Central Services Michigan

The Grand Rapids Press

Walker

USA

Al Nisr Publishing

Gulf News, XPress

Dubai

United Arab Emirates

Alma Manu Oy

Kauppalehti

Tampere

Finland

Apple Daily Printing Limited

Apple Daily (Hong Kong)

Hong Kong

China

Apple Daily Publication Development Limited,
Taiwan Branch

Apple Daily (Taiwan)

Taipei, Shin Wu

Taiwan

Aschendorff Druckzentrum GmbH & Co. KG

Westfälische Nachrichten

Münster

Germany

Bennett, Coleman & Co Ltd

Maharashtra Times,
The Times of India

Airoli, Bengaluru, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Kandivli, Sahibabad

India

Botnia Print Oy

Keskipohjanmaa

Kokkola

Finland

Brune-Mettcker Druck- und Verlags-GmbH

Wilhelmshavener Zeitung

Wilhelmshaven

Germany

Casa Editorial El Tiempo S.A.

El Tiempo Bogotá, El Tiempo Cali

Bogotá

Colombia

CIL Centre d’Impression Lausanne SA

Le Matin

Bussigny

Switzerland

DB Corp Ltd.

Dainik Bhaskar

Indore, Jaipur

India

Delo d.d.

Delo

Ljubljana

Slovenia

DeWeZet – Deister- und Weserzeitung,
Verlagsges. mbH & Co. KG

Deister- und Weserzeitung

Hameln

Germany

Diario La Voz del Interior S.A.

La Voz del Interior

Córdoba

Argentina

Druck Styria GmbH & Co. KG

Kleine Zeitung

Graz

Austria

Druckerei Konstanz GmbH

Südkurier

Konstanz

Germany

Druckzentrum Rhein Main GmbH & Co. KG

Allgemeine Zeitung Mainz,
Darmstädter Echo

Rüsselsheim

Germany

DZB Druckzentrum Bern AG

Berner Zeitung

Bern

Switzerland

DZZ Druckzentrum Zürich AG

Tages-Anzeiger

Zürich

Switzerland

El Colombiano S.A. & CIA. S.C.A.

El Colombiano

Envigado

Colombia

El Telégrafo

El Telégrafo

Guayaquil

Ecuador

Empresa Editora El Comercio S.A.

El Comercio

Lima

Peru

Empresa El Mercurio S.A.P.

El Mercurio, Las Ultimas Noticias

Santiago

Chile

FAZ – Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung GmbH

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Frankfurt, Potsdam

Germany

Freiburger Druck GmbH + Co. KG

Badische Zeitung

Freiburg

Germany

Galadari Printing & Publishing (LLC)

Khaleej Times

Dubai

United Arab Emirates

Gráficos Nacionales S.A.

Diario Expreso

Guayaquil

Ecuador

Heilbronner Stimme GmbH & Co. KG

Heilbronner Stimme

Heilbronn

Germany

Hindustan Media Venture Limited

Hindi Hindustan

Patna, Ranchi

India

HT Media Limited

Hindustan Times, Mint

Mohali, Mumbai, Noida,
Greater Noida

India

Infoglobo Comunicação e Participações S.A.

O Globo

Duque de Caxias / RJ

Brazil

J. Esslinger GmbH & Co. KG

Pforzheimer Zeitung

Pforzheim

Germany

Jagati Publications

Sakshi

Hyderabad

India

Jagran Prakashan Ltd

Dainik Jagran

Noida

India

Kasturi & Sons Ltd

The Hindu

Visakhapatnam

India

Kieler Zeitung GmbH & Co. Offsetdruck KG

Kieler Nachrichten

Kiel

Germany

Malayala Manorama Company Ltd

Malayala Manorama

Calicut, Palakkad

India

Masar Printing and Publishing

Al Bayan, Emarat Alyoum,
Sport 360

Dubai

United Arab Emirates

Mathrubhumi Printing & Publishing Co Ltd

Mathrubhumi

Kannur, Kochi, Thrissur,
Thiruvananthapuram

India

Mediacorp Press Ltd

Today

Singapore

Singapore

Mittelbayerisches Druckzentrum GmbH & Co. KG

Mittelbayerische Zeitung

Regensburg

Germany

WAN-IFRA also announces the induction of
four newspapers, all in Germany, into our
Star Club. The new members are
Freiburger Druck GmbH + Co. KG, Freiburg; NordostDruck GmbH & Co. KG, Neubrandenburg; Ungeheuer +
Ulmer KG, Ludwigsburg; and Verlag Nürnberger Presse,
Nürnberg.
The Star Club is an elite group of newspaper printers
that have proved their consistency in quality over several
years by winning in the INCQC or achieving certifications. Star Club membership is presented to a company
in recognition of outstanding printing quality if it
achieves five or more stars by participating successfully in
the INCQC or by obtaining WAN-IFRA certification for
standardised printing. One star is awarded for every successful INCQC participation in a competition year, independent of the number of successful entries. Two stars
are awarded for the successful WAN-IFRA certification of
a printing plant. Certification is valid for two years, after
which it can be renewed.
Once again, we congratulate all the winners and we
look forward to the next edition of the competition.

Ungeheuer + Ulmer KG GmbH & Co.

Ludwigsburger Kreiszeitung

Ludwigsburg

Germany

United Printing & Publishing

7 Days, Al Ittihad, Al Roeya,
The National

Abu Dhabi

United Arab Emirates

Registration for INCQC 2018-20 will open on 1 June 2017. For
regular updates, please visit [http://www.colorqualityclub.org].

Verlag Nürnberger Presse Druckhaus Nürnberg
GmbH & Co.

Nürnberger Nachrichten,
Nürnberger Zeitung

Nürnberg

Germany

V-TAB AB

VLT

Västerås

Sweden

Report by Anand Srinivasan, WAN-IFRA Research Manager

The New Straits Times Press (Malaysia Bhd)

New Straits Times

Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia

Nordost-Druck GmbH & Co. KG

Nordkurier

Neubrandenburg

Germany

NZME.

Chinese Herald

Auckland

New Zealand

O Estado de São Paulo

O Estado de São Paulo

São Paulo

Brazil

Paarl Coldset (Pty) Ltd

Burger Daily, Weekend Witness

Cape Town, Pietermaritzburg

South Africa

Prensa Libre S.A.

El Quetzaltecto, Prensa Libre

Guatemala

Guatemala

Presse-Druck- und Verlags-GmbH

Augsburger Allgemeine

Augsburg

Germany

Pressehaus Stuttgart Druck GmbH

Stuttgarter Nachrichten,
Stuttgarter Zeitung

Stuttgart

Germany

Printing Partners Paal-Beringen SA

Gazet van Antwerpen,
Het Nieuwsblad

Paal-Beringen

Belgium

Rheinpfalz Verlag und Druckerei GmbH
& Co. KG

Die Rheinpfalz

Ludwigshafen

Germany

Ringier Print Adligenswil AG

Blick

Adligenswil

Switzerland

Russmedia Verlag GmbH

Neue Vorarlberger Tageszeitung,
Vorarlberger Nachrichten

Schwarzach

Austria

Sakaal Media Group

Sakal

Pune

India

Singapore Press Holdings Ltd

Berita Harian, Lianhe Zaobao,
The Straits Times

Singapore

Singapore

The Printers (Mysore) Pvt. Ltd.

Deccan Herald, Prajavani

Bangalore, Hubli-Dharwad

India

The Shizuoka Shimbun

The Shizuoka Shimbun

Shizuoka

Japan

Tiskara Zagreb d.o.o.

Večernji list

Zagreb

Croatia

Turkuvaz Haberlesme ve Yayincilik A.S.

Sabah

Istanbul

Turkey
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Digital Media World

Print World

[wan-ifra.org/dmw16]

[wan-ifra.org/pw16]

Italy‘s Poligrafici Editoriale reduces
operations workload with Platform as a Service

Saudi Arabia's Al-Jazirah rolls out
innovative solutions for print ads

Poligrafici Editoriale is one of the main newspaper publishing groups in Italy. It owns
three newspapers with about 40 local editions covering four of the most affluent regions in the north-central part of the country. The company also publishes a daily sports
newspaper and employs a total of about 500 journalists. Monrif Net, the group's newmedia division, is responsible for digital strategy and operations.

Saudi Arabia‘s Al-Jazirah newspaper has started introducing a wide variety of innovative opportunities for their customers to customize print ads. Among the possibilities
are scented ads, large-format ads, and "adverstickers."

Cesare Navarotto joined Monrif Net in 2006 and has been chief operating officer for
the group's online operations since 2009. He will speak at WAN-IFRA‘s Digital Media
World in Vienna on Monday, 10 October, at the session entitled "Technologies & Tools
for Modern Newsrooms." [The complete programme can be found here: wan-ifra.
org/dmw16.] Here he tells us about some of Monrif Net‘s recent projects, including
the implementation of Platform as a Service.
WAN-IFRA: Your company recently made a full review of its digital delivery infrastructure. How did that undertaking come about and what did it entail?
Cesare Navarotto: More than 10 years ago, Poligrafici chose to host the digital infrastructure internally, taking advantage of the server farm that was already in place for hosting the newspaper editorial system.
This setup gave us some short-term savings, but to the detriment
of scaleability and flexibility. Last year, we had to decide whether or
not to invest in a full upgrade of our in-house hardware and connectivity, and we made the strategic choice to move to the cloud instead.
First of all, we wanted to migrate our front-end infrastructure to
the cloud, in order to get nearly infinite scaleability and to be able to
cope with those traffic peaks that many times in the past had saturated our servers and
bandwidth.
At the same time, we wanted to keep the web CMS, Atex Polopoly, in our internal
server farm because it is tightly integrated with a number of legacy applications (such
as the newspaper editorial system) and there could be unforeseen impacts in moving it
completely to the cloud. Front-end in the cloud, back-end in the internal server farm –
that means effectively going for a headless CMS approach where the front-end‘s servers contact the CMS via an API and then distribute the content to the final users.
In order to fulfill our migration plan, we needed to completely redesign our software and we chose to follow a microservice architecture approach. There would be a
service responsible for content retrieval from the backend CMS, a service responsible
for templating and rendering, plus a number of other ancillary services, each dedicated
to a specific function, all working independently towards a common goal (i.e. publishing our sites!). Once we had designed our new architecture in microservices, we had to
decide how to implement them and we wanted to do it in a fully portable way, so that
we would not be tied to any particular cloud provider. Docker containers were the answer. As you can imagine, it was a complete disruption of our old way of working, and
I am really proud of what my team accomplished in less than nine months of work.
You’re using Platform as a Service. Since this is a pretty new concept for most
of our readers, could you please describe what it is and how it works?
Gartner defines PaaS (Platform as a Service) as a broad collection of application infrastructure (middleware) services (including application platform, integration, business
process management and database services).
We can say that PaaS automates the configuration, deployment and management
of applications in the cloud. If, for example, you need a database instance for your application to connect to, with PaaS you will be able to start it with one click, already preconfigured and ready to go. Most of all, when necessary, you will be able to scale everything up in a second, just moving a slider control in the PaaS admin panel (but be
aware that the more you slide, the more you pay!). On the negative side, I can mention
two points: costs can soon become steep (after all, you must pay for the services that
PaaS are providing) and, depending on the provider you choose and how your applications are built, you can risk falling into a vendor lock-in situation, where it would become very difficult for you to change providers if you ever needed to do it.
To mitigate these problems, we adopted an open source PaaS solution, running on
the Amazon cloud, minimizing costs and taking advantage of Amazon‘s reliability.
This interview was first published on WAN-IFRA‘s website and has been shortened here for
space reasons. The original version can be found at wan-ifra.org/Navarotto_interview.

Abeer Abdalla, in charge of PR and Business Development at Al-Jazirah for Press, Printing, and Publishing in Riyadh, is a "Brand Ambassador" for its creative printing solutions. The company calls the program ”the passionate next-level in storytelling, inspiring the newspaper’s print industry,” simultaneously bridging and creating harmony
between print and electronic media in the digital age.
She will discuss those innovations at WAN-IFRA's during Print World in Vienna, on
Monday, 10 October, at the session entitled ”The Power of Print Innovation.” The complete Print World programme can be found here: [wan-ifra.org/pw16]
WAN-IFRA: Please describe the new types of advertisements in more detail.
Abeer Abdalla: We are introducing the innovative printing ideas in two phases.
Phase 1 comprises scented ads, double gatefold, and special color.
Phase 2 includes die-cut, perforation, and 'adverstickers' (advertising decals).
Because the greatest connection to memory is scent, 'scent-selling‘ allows advertisers to
connect all five senses to a product campaign. For example, these can include a 'Rub to
Experience‘ where an icon is placed on the ad to identify the unique interactivity. For
example, a campaign advertising a new lemon-scented dish soap
might utilize a photograph or graphic with 'lemons,‘ or a 'fresh garden.‘ The reader may 'rub-to-experience‘ the scent and instantly correlate the scent to the product.
When did you begin offering these kinds of unique advertising
possibilities, and how did some of these offerings come about?
With the newspaper industry in decline, Al-Jazirah sought innovative
ways to diversify advertising revenue. Recognizing the current needs in the market, locally, regionally and globally, Al-Jazirah started the J-i6 initiative to bridge the gap between print and digital storytelling.
Although many of those technologies are not unique to the printing industry, never
before have multiple added-values been utilized in a daily print publication anywhere in
the Middle East or northern Africa. Al-Jazirah started offering Phase 1 of the innovations in April 2016.
In general, how popular are these innovative ads with advertisers?
The popularity of the innovations came out of our unique marketing plan. Al-Jazirah
created the 'J-i6 Innovations Roadshow' to premiere the added-value types to advertisers more than 18 months before they would be available in the market.
This sneak-peek served two main goals. The first-look opportunity gave advertisers
the ability to create campaigns with the innovations in mind, and also served to include
the advertisers on the ground floor of their development.
Also, the advertisers gave us feedback as to how the technology could be customized to better serve their clients.
Do you have any internal rules about how often such advertisements can run?
If so, can you share a few of them?
We are capable of running all of them, but we are keen not to accept more than one
operation in the same issue. The aim is to keep our readers focused and increase penetration for the advertiser.
What kinds of responses do you get from readers regarding innovative ads?
Do they like them?
We have experienced a great deal of enthusiasm and interaction.
This interview was first published on WAN-IFRA‘s website.
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Funkinform’s Dialog Tendering module

Atex appoints Jasper Frank
as International Sales Director
Atex (WPE Stand C.425) announced the
appointment of Jasper Frank as its new
International Sales Director for the European and Middle East markets. He
brings more than 20 years of experience
of product management and sales in the
media and publishing industry.
Before joining Atex, Jasper helped
grow Saxotech publishing solutions in
the European market, before he moved
Jasper Frank
to support the establishment of their
business operations in North America.
[http://bit.ly/2aK05pw]
Jens Seidel, Managing Director of Funkinform

New job market module
from Gogol Publishing
■ The new job
market module
from Gogol Publishing (at the WPE
Conference Counter) enables a publishing company to
easily transfer job
ads posted by their
advertising customers from the
printed newspaper
edition and make
them available on
its own online portal without extra
Tile-type job ads with Gogol‘s new
effort. That gives
job market module.
commercial firms
an additional channel to reach different target groups and provides publishers
with an extra marketing option. Unlike large job-hunting
sites such as Monster, the concept of Gogol‘s new module
is focused on the specific requirements of local businesses
and job seekers. [In German: http://bit.ly/2afoGyb]
■ In addition, Gogol has analysed and benchmarked the
online presences of 212 local newspapers in Germany in
terms of their social media reach – with a surprising result:
It is not only widely circulated newspapers that dominate
the top ranks. Smaller publishers have also been able to
make their mark. [In German: http://bit.ly/2bvm0Og]

With the latest release of its Dialog system family, the
Ettlingen, Germany-based system vendor Funkinform
(WPE Stand C.572) has complemented its software
suite with another solution enabling newspapers to
tender journalistic assignments to freelancers in full
compliance with legal requirements.
As newspapers increasingly work with freelancers and
independent editorial offices, Funkinform developed a
software module to facilitate this process.
The new Dialog system enables newsrooms to tender their journalistic assignments in a request for proposals to freelance journalists, allowing them to decide
themselves for which tenders they would like to submit
an offer. A type of process widely known in other industries, it has been successfully used for many years
by craftsmen, service providers and other independent
contractors.
A solution for most newsroom jobs
According to Funkinform, Dialog functions as a solution for most jobs required by a newsroom. The company says practically any type of journalistic service can
be tendered using it. It does not matter whether it is a
one-off assignment or a comprehensive report based
on complex research activity. It could even be a multiweek series or a commentary that requires a lot of specialised knowledge. Naturally, the amount of work involved as well as the prices differ strongly between
those examples. The new module reflects the complex

High performance digital asset management

interaction of various factors in order to both comply
with all legal requirements and offer freelance journalists maximum business flexibility and freedom of choice
in selecting their jobs.
With the Dialog Editorial management module, a
core component of the Dialog system family, newsroom teams can plan, control and monitor everything
that is relevant to their everyday operations. The new
Dialog Tendering module is integrated in the Dialog Editorial management module.
All interdependencies accounted for
This allows the system to take account of all interdependencies when planning and organising deadlines,
tasks and topics. In addition, the system establishes direct links to a range of related processes such as page
planning, planning of digital channels, layout operations, and article and page production. Tenders are effectively treated as a special form of deadlines and
tasks.
These practical functionalities and workflows have
been developed in close cooperation with the editorial
teams of Funkinform’s customers to ensure optimum
suitability for daily use.
In that way, the Dialog system now features a consistent digital process comprising the entire workflow
from planning through tendering and layout activities
right to the production of individual articles and entire
pages.
[http://bit.ly/2bNrXH3]

Meet us at
Booth C.670

Low investment and maintenance costs
Integration of freelancers through mobile access
Fast and simple setup

World Publishing
Expo/Wien

Short project execution
24/7/365 enterprise operation services
www.ppimedia.de

Please contact us to schedule your personal live demo at our booth:
Hauke.Berndt@ppimedia.de • +49 431 5353-276
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Integration X: Egmont
Publishing chooses Adpoint
Automated material chasing
and quality control were two
of the reasons why Oslo-based Egmont Publishing chose
Adpoint from Integration X (WPE Stand C.335) to manage
advertising materials for their Norwegian magazines.
At Egmont Publishing, Adpoint imports advertising materials from various sources, preflights them through Enfocus
Pitstop and sends them on to pagination. That ensures that
material delivery is possible right up to deadline and that
preflight errors and warnings are caught, since they are easily available through Adpoint’s browser-based user interface. [http://bit.ly/2ax67X3]

German dailies use Content-X system
Content-X is the editorial solution developed jointly by
ppi Media (WPE Stand C.670) and Digital Collections
(C.676). With the system it is possible to create content
that is media-neutral, covering the full range of different digital and print channels for publication, says ppi.
Customers can receive support 24/7, 365 days a year, if
required. This year, two large German media companies have started using the editorial solution from
northern Germany for their daily production:
■ The Südkurier Medienhaus decided in favour of Content-X in 2015. Now, all editions of the daily newspaper are produced with the editorial solution. At Südkurier, editorial content is entered and managed in a
central database with Content-X and different publications can be created based on this. Especially the direct

InterRed publishing solution
at WPE 2016

Südkurier Media Company (Photo: Südkurier).

With more than 100 installations at
daily newspapers, media corporations,
and regional newspapers and tabloids,
multicom has been a leading multimedia publishing solution providers for more than 30 years.
During WPE 2016, multicom will present its latest NGen
developments, such as the Digital Article module, at Stand
C.570. This module allows for centralised editing, mediaspecific configuration and smooth processing of reports for
various digital output channels (web, tablet, social media,
etc.). Multicom‘s newly created App Publishing solution
provides users with a consistent process from content generation in NGen through content enrichment, through to
content delivery on a range of different channels.
As part of its internationalisation strategy, multicom is
looking for consultants and system vendors as distribution
partners for this new publishing system.
[In German: http://bit.ly/2aWkrZO]

Newscycle releases new
management software
■ Newscycle Solutions (WPE
Stand C.325) announced the release of Content Publisher 2016-1. The content management software upgrade includes several functionality and
productivity enhancements to the system’s Command
Center application, including advanced newsroom collaboration features and greater user control in the Edition
Tracker, Search and Plan widgets. [http://bit.ly/2ar2mYe]
■ Newscycle also announced the release of Newscycle Advertising 2016-1. The new ad management software is the
core platform for Newscycle’s SalesLink, a browser-based
tool that integrates ad sales and customer relationship
management functionality into a single, responsive application. The 2016-1 release also adds enhancements to the
systems accounts receivable application designed specifically to meet the needs of the Scandinavian market.
[http://bit.ly/2ar3laE]

House of the Press in Bremen (Photo: Christina
Kuhaupt).
■ The Bremer Tageszeitungen also switched production

InterRed will exhibit its futureproof multi-channel publishing
solution for print, online and app editions at the World
Publishing Expo 2016 in Vienna. In addition to the latest release of their innovative publishing software, InterRed will
showcase up-to-date solutions and strategies for editorial
systems, web content management, cost-effective multichannel writing and paid content at WPE Stand C.652.
[http://bit.ly/2bZA6Jl]

WPE: multicom presents its
latest NGen family members

interface between Content-X and Adobe InDesign and
ppi’s PlanPag makes production of the daily newspaper
very easy.
[http://bit.ly/2aicNHG]

of the Weser-Kurier and its regional editions as well as
the Bremer Nachrichten and the Verdener Nachrichten
to Content-X this year. The editorial solution offers efficient distribution of responsibilities between reporters
and layout editors for the publisher of the Weser-Kurier
Mediengruppe. Whereas reporters are able to create
content in their web browser on site, editors in the
new newsroom can distribute that content to different
channels as required.
[http://bit.ly/2bB939T]

Clarín Group renews with Protecmedia solutions
The Clarín Group, the press conglomerate in Argentina,
has chosen Protecmedia’s (WPE Stand C.660) solutions
to renew all of the group’s newsrooms. The renewal
covers, among others, the newsrooms of Clarín, Diario
de los Andes (Mendoza), La Voz del Interior (Córdoba)
and the sports newspaper Olé.
The project covers a total of six newsrooms, located
in different cities: the flagship Clarín, the sports newspaper Olé and the free newspaper La Razón, all three
in Buenos Aires; La Voz del Interior and Día a Día, both
from Córdoba; and Diario de Los Andes, from Mendoza. The decision made by Clarín is the result of a selection process carried out in recent years by a group of
experienced professionals, chosen by the group for this
purpose. In recent years, this team carried out numerous trips to major newspapers in America and Europe
to see “in situ” how the seven main editorial solutions
in the market worked.
Through this renewal, Clarín Group will optimise
the technological processes and resources used by its

Clarín is the leading newspaper in Argentina. It publishes six regional supplements, one Sunday magazine
and 10 themed supplements.

more than 600 journalists. In terms of technological
configuration, all of the newsrooms will work from a
centralised DPC in Buenos Aires, which also has its own
backup centres in Córdoba and Mendoza. As regards
organizational-editorial matters, Protecmedia’s editorial
platform Milenium will include the Escritorio Central,
an application developed by Clarín to manage and plan
editorial content in a centralised manner.
[http://bit.ly/2aeZITK]

Ringier Print goes with Kodak Libra VP
Kodak (WPE Stand C.667) recently introduced its violet
Libra VP plate for newspaper and semi-commercial print
applications, which is designed to offer maximum flexibility for more sustainable plate usage. In Kodak’s portfolio of digital plates, the Kodak Libra VP succeeds the
VioletNews Gold Plate. Instead of a traditional develWalter Furrer, Head
of Digital Service at
Ringier Print in Adligenswil, with several plates
in front of a printing
tower.

oper and replenisher, the Libra VP works with a single,
low-pH clean-out finisher. The new plate allows printers
to choose between a pure, single-bath clean-out finisher and a modified conventional processor followed
by a rinse and gum step.
At Ringier Print Adligenswil near Lucerne, Switzerland, the Libra VP plate replaced the VioletNews Gold
Plate at the end of May 2016.
Operating as a “newspaper printing partner,” the
printing plant with its 180 employees prints up to 3
million newspaper copies per day. Its production portfolio comprises 40 different newspaper titles.
[In German: http://bit.ly/2bCJzY9]

ad simplicity
instant DIY ads in your media

by anyone. anywhere
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Norwegian printers
go with Realcom technology
■ In Lillestrøm, Amedia Trykk has
equipped two of eight
bundling lines with
Realcom’s UniStack
control. The eight
lines involve
Müller Martini technology dating from
the 1980s, with
CN80-series compenAmedia Trykk and Polaris Trykk
sating stackers. Realin Norway are using mailcom (WPE Stand
room control technology from
C.564) has replaced
Realcom.
the old control modules in the compensating stackers with a PLC programmable logic controller. UniStack controls an inkjet system for
single-copy addressing and bundling on the CN80. For topsheet production, Realcom has replaced the old TABA inkjet
equipment with industrial-standard laser printers. Amedia
Trykk has made provision to retrofit the six remaining lines
by the summer of 2017.
Realcom’s UniLoad controls the evacuation of bundles
and their assignment to the loading docks. Currently, the
information is transmitted to UniLoad via a barcode on the
topsheets. Later, the control is set to be integrated into Realcom’s higher-level UniMail host control system. At Amedia
Trykk’s Mosjøen facility, UniStack controls the entire production.
■ Norway’s Polaris Trykk has converted its mailroom systems to Realcom control technology. A UniMail system with
UniStack components is controlling newspaper production
at each of the Alta, Harstad and Ålesund facilities.
The largest installation is in Ålesund. As an initial step,
Polaris Trykk has equipped one production line with a UniStack control. UniStack controls an inkjet addressing system
and the printing and application of topsheets downstream
from a Ferag ABL stacking system. Release of the newspaper copies in Ferag’s ABL is also controlled by UniStack.
In the topsheet printer, Realcom has replaced the old
Ferag control components with a compact PLC control.
Evacuation of the bundles is controlled by the UniLoad software. Like the installation at Amedia in Lillestrøm, the information is passed to the control system via barcode on the
topsheet. At a later point, Polaris Trykk in Ålesund intends
to equip two further lines with the UniStack control. [http://
bit.ly/2c2NHP8]

UPM seeking new
digitalised solutions
UPM (WPE Stand C.428)
supply chain goes mobile
in November when the
paper business is looking
for new, innovative solutions for its supply chain at Junction
hackathon in Helsinki, Finland.
Junction is Europe’s leading hackathon and a converging
point for developers, designers, and entrepreneurs. UPM
offers participants of the hackathon the challenge to create
digitalised solutions, services and data analytics using supply
chain data.
The application period has already started and continues
until October.
“Participating in Junction gives us an opportunity to discover new areas of development within paper supply chain
and find real innovations, concepts and solutions,” says
Linda von Schantz, Director, Business Support, at UPM
Paper ENA.
The hackathon takes place in Helsinki on 25-27 November. More about UPM challenge: [http://bit.ly/2c5MSsN]

CCI and Escenic to unveil CUE
CCI Europe’s answer to the complex content workflow
in a digital-first publishing environment? CUE, the
company’s new browser-based user interface that participants at World Publishing Expo can get their hands
on at the CCI and Escenic stand (C.540).
Many digital reporters and editors use up to 28 different tools during content production – cluttering the
workflow and making it difficult to focus on the task at

hand. CCI says it wants to make it easy for the content
producer to make valuable content on any platform to
the content consumer.
The vision of CUE is to be the native integration
platform to most of the tools used in the newsroom so
that the reporter doesn’t have to switch context all the
time, but can just focus on making the best possible
experience for the reader.

manroland: Automation knows no limits
Who can best integrate hardware and software into
my existing workflow? That skill is crucial to publishing
houses and printing companies that are planning an
investment project. Only with a highly automated, integrated workflow can printers realise business models
and production processes that are profitable in both
the short and long term. That applies to book, newspaper, and advertisement printing, in web offset and
digital.
Integration partner
manroland web systems (WPE Stand C.457) claims it
has always proved itself to be one of the leading integration partners to the printing industry. The philosophy of the company: They do not offer isolated solutions, but instead link complete printing systems based
on their expertise in folding technology and workflow
networking. The results are non-stop production processes in offset printing, as well as digital print workflows with the in-house Inline-Finishing development
for some years now. The software products put in use
are tailored to hybrid workflows. Integration tools such
as MasterQ combine and control production planning
for offset and digital printing. For customers, manroland offers the entire package, thinking across platforms and providing the technologies needed for industrial digital and offset printing processes.
Integration at a high level
Why is automation so worthwhile? With a high level of
automation, printing presses can produce independently
and reliably. The printer monitors the process and ensures quality. According to manroland, they are closer to
this aim than any of their competitors with the new operating concept and the fully automatic plate- (APL and
APl logistics) and reel-handling (AUROSYS). Those and
many more features are integrated into PECOM-X. The

Brazil’s O Globo provided visitors to the Olympic Games
in Rio with news through their “O Globo Olympic” daily
special edition, which was distributed in the Olympic Park
and other locations. Since 1998, O Globo has been printing on a Geoman press, which today remains one of the
longest newspaper printing configurations in the world
(© manroland web systems). [http://bit.ly/2biudax]

umbrella brand from manroland combines all networking and automation functions for printing companies.
Automation in web offset
The company says everyone can benefit from these automation solutions: With a retrofit or upgrade, they
can be integrated perfectly into existing offset production environments. The current PECOM-X generation
makes even more extensive networking a reality. The
new operating system controls the offset press and
transforms the operator into a pilot who monitors all
production processes from a central touch screen.
Whenever mobility is the key factor, the printer uses
the MobilPad control console. Fully automatic plateand reel-handling facilitate work and speed up processes. The Inline Control Systems boost productivity.
The offer includes inline control functions for ink density, colour register, cut-off register, fan-out, and spectral control. [http://bit.ly/2aSF1en]

Toray showing new plates, processor
In Vienna, Toray Industries Inc. (Stand
C.685), a manufacturer of waterless offset plate technology, will introduce two
new plate types for the coldset printing
segment: a high-resolution plate and an
extra-durable plate.
The company reports that these new
plates are the result of development advancements in Toray’s proprietary polymer
technology that customers have come to
count on for achieving the best offset print quality. The
plates are manufactured in the Toray factory in the
Czech Republic using a similar production process as
the one used in Japan but modified to meet the specific
needs of newspaper and semi-commercial production.

The company says the TWP 1250
News, Toray Waterless Plate Processor, designed to address the requirements of demanding newspaper production, leads the market for heavy
duty demand applications and high
quality processing. The TWP 1250
News has been designed specifically
to provide optimum plate clean-out
for consistent, reliable, high quality
results, plate after plate.
Toray will also be showing new plate processing
chemicals that the company says reduces plate chemistry consumption and the associated waste and cost.
[http://bit.ly/2ceW3mS]
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Guangxi Daily with Q.I. Press Controls
Q.I. Press Controls (QIPC) automation system has again
been installed on one of the printing presses at the
Guangxi Daily. The Chinese media group decided to invest in an mRC-3D system for colour register control as
part of an expansion on a tower for a Goss Magnum
65 press in Nanning.
The Chinese company, whose origins date back to
1949, is responsible for publishing more than 10 newspaper titles and also prints for commercial customers.
In 2007, Guangxi Daily bought its first-ever automation
system from QIPC for its manroland presses. Likewise,
the Goss Magnum 65 presses at the Guangxi Daily
were fitted with QIPC systems.
“Guangxi Daily is the largest publisher and printer
in Guangxi province and as such a key client,” the

company said. The longstanding partnership between
the two companies has now resulted in a new venture.
The Nanning-based company has already familiarised
itself with the mRC-3D system purchased by the
Guangxi Daily. “It’s also been installed on their other
Goss presses,” explains Paul Yu. “They are not only
pleased with how the system performs, but also with
the additional service we provide.” In total, two mRC3D cameras will be installed as part of the expansion
programme. “It means an improved end-product and
reduced waste,“ says Yu.
The cameras themselves will be fitted with the Ink
Mist Shield (IMS) for cleaning the lenses.
[http://bit.ly/2c6hjPH]

KBA offering augmented reality service
KBA Digital & Web boosts its service push with data
glasses (KBA AR-DataGlass) and other new offers. The
KBA Augmented Reality Service unites the real and virtual world.
KBA specialists can see what the technicians are
doing on-site in real time with AR-DataGlass. Intervention times are reduced and there are no communication problems through bad phone connections.

KBA MobileConsole, a tablet compatible with industrial
use as a fully mobile console with all operating functions, is also new.
Operating and authority levels are the same as
those at the press console. Press operators and maintenance personnel can make changes or corrections at
the press from any position via the tablet.
[http://bit.ly/2b8JBVx]
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Trelleborg announce
increased focus on
Indian newspaper market

Trelleborg is using the occasion of the WAN-IFRA India
2016 Conference, 21-22 September in Kolkata, to announce its increased focus on the Indian newspaper market. The company recently appointed Maniraju Bora as
Sales and Technical Director for the South West Asia region.
Bora has worked in the industry for more than 25 years and
has an excellent technical knowledge of offset printing
blankets and newspaper presses.
“Trelleborg is already a major supplier of offset blankets
to the Indian newspaper segment, with an established
dealer network across the country and with leading brands
such as Vulcan, Rollin and Printec,” says Bora.
“The company is further strengthening its presence in
India in order to meet the needs of the growing newspaper
sector, which is bucking the trend encountered in many
other countries,” he says.
[http://bit.ly/2blmdWf]

DIALOG Neuheiten für digitale, mobile und klassische Publikationen
DIALOG Vertrieb – Die praxiserprobte Erweiterung der
DIALOG Systemfamilie um ein innovatives und umfassendes Werkzeug für den Zeitungsvertrieb

DIALOG E-Paper – Die digitale Ausgabe der Zeitung,
optimiert für die Nutzung auf allen Endgeräten, in neuem Design und mit zusätzlichen Funktionen

DIALOG Management-Informationssystem – Für die
schnelle und einfache Auswertung aller Verlags- und
Kundendaten, ohne jede Programmierkenntnisse

DIALOG CRM – Der 360-Grad-Blick auf den Kunden
wird mit dem Geschäftspartner-Prinzip möglich.

DIALOG Redaktionsmanagement – Zur Planung von
Aufgaben, Themen und Terminen und für die Steuerung
aller redaktioneller Prozesse
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